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Stripes had been raised the seven
pending a hearing.
They
" all imbued with the same
bassador, Henry Lane Wilson, whoTias lation and uniform state laws to promised before leaving to make a
spirit;
CASE DRAWING TO A CLOSE. pueblos represented by their leading
men signed the declaration given
decided to go to Vera Cruz to partis-pat-e check its' spread.
all meeting as brothers" to assist in
AVIATOR
ACROSS
FLIES
statement.
London, July 1. Lady Sackville and
public
in the festivities on board the
which was first signed at
LAKE MICHIGAN. laying the corner stone of a stronger her
above,
family today entered a general deand more enduring nation.
vessels of the United States n.vy HEARINGS BEGUN IN
Staten Island by some 30 chiefs of the
1. Jack Vilas, a Chi
FOR INFORMATION
ASKS
nial
Chicago,
of
the
the
made
July
by
allegations
there. He will thus avoid the embarSUIT.
ABOUT NATIONAL BANKS. cago aviator, flew from St. Joseph,
relatives of the late Sir John Murray northwestern tribes. After the cererassment of what might be construed
Lake Michigan to SUES COMPANY IN WHICH
across
Michigan,
Sir mony Dr. Dixon told the Indians that
Scott, that she had influenced
into official contact between the MexHE IS STOCKHOLDER. John to leave to them the bulk of his he hoped that the flags which he"Wouldi
Chicago, 111., July 1. Hearing of
D. C, July 1. The this city, in one hour and 34 minutes
Washington,
ican republic and the republic of if na- witnesses for the defense in the gov- house committee
on banking and this afternoon carrying one passenger
fortune of $5,000,000, or that Lady present to each one of the pueblos
St. Paul, Minn., July 1. Charging Sackville had alienated him from his would float over their communities untion which has not recognized hia
ernment's anti-trus- t
suit against the currency today authorized Chairman in a
til the last thread was gone and be re
Northwestern Retail Lumber Dealers' Glass to request the secretary of the
that its business had been done in c family.
fraudulent manner. W. W. Humphrey,
Association, began here today before treasury to secure from national banks LABOR LEADERS ARE
The case for the defense concluded nt wed by others and that they and
Would Export Stored Arms.
Special Examiner Fuller.
information showing the ownership
ARRESTED IN PARIS. of Twin Falls, Idaho, today brought this morning. Sir Edward Carson, ad-- ! 'l,pir children would take to their
New Orleans, La., July 1. Charges
or control of the bonds on which the
Paris, July 1. Twelve secretaries stnit in the federal court here against dressing the jury, pleaded that all th hearts as emblematic of the Flag the
were made today by Carranza adher- stored at Meridian, Miss., since De circulation of each bank is based; and treasurers of syndicalist labor or the Yellowstone Stage company, of facts In connection with the drawing bue field of studded stars above, the
will by 'Sir John Murray Scott pure white of the snows upon the
ents that the Huerta agents are plan- cember, 1911, when their exportation where they were purchased and at ganizations were arrested today ac uhich is is a stockholder. Judge Wil-o- f
ning the exportation- to Mexico of a for use in the Reyes revolution was what price; also if the bonds are bor- cused of inciting soldiers to disobe- lard granted a stay of two weeks for j proved that there had been no coercion
Ion the part of the Sackville family.
(Continued on page three).
rowed, from whom and on what terms. dience and desertion from the army. the healing.
quantity ot arms and ammunition prevented.

CHARGED

Washington, 1). C, July 1. Discus-1
sion of administrative features of the
tariff bill was taken up today by the
senate caucus. Democratic leaders
were endeavoring to close up the bill
before adjournment tonight if
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To The Young

ISA

Special Sale

Women of Experience Advise the Use
of Mother! Friend.
There Is

In

degree of trepidation

possess Is often contradicted by the Inherent fear of a period of distress.
Hut there need be no such dread 1n view
of the fact that we have a numt noble
remedy In what is known as Mother's

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
O

This is an external

application
and control
over the muscular tissues of the abdomen.
tendons
By Its dally use the muscles, cords, without
and lisraments all gently expand
no
;
is
pain, no
the slightest Htrain there
was dreaded
Hansen, no nervousness: what
a calm,
becomes
ordeal
severe
as a
physical
serene, joyful anticipation that has Its im-of
teachers
a
our
foremost
such
press
KURenics are striving to drill into tbe
nilnda of the present generation.
In almost every community there are
women who have used Mother's Friend, and
thev are the ones that recovered quickly,
conserved their health and strength to thus
rule
preside over families destined by ofevery
successof phvslologv and the history
or
the
women
to
stury
men
and
repeat
ful
(ireater achievement.
the
after
is
Friend
prepared
Mother's
formula of a noted family doctor by the
Bradfleld Kegulator Co., 138 I.amar Bldg.,
A'wrlte them for their instructive book to
mothers. You will find Mother s
erpectant
Friend on sale by all drug stores at tl.00
a bottle,
Friend.

that has

Wood

Phone One Double

Itched So

WOULD

URATE A NEW DEAL,

i

a wonderful

Cry and

BUT M'NAB

INCIDENT SHOWS NO CHANGE.

WASHINGTON

OTHER

Child Would

Scratch Himself Until Blood Ran.
Very Much Disfigured. Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment
Proved Complete Cure.

INAUG-

Infiuence

STORIES AND COMMENT

RESOLVED
are: fishincj f&r

" Eczema broke nut
Whitewater, Colo.
all over my littlo Rrandson's faro and foody.
It just looked as though blood poison would
set up at limes when he
would scratch himself so
much. The eczema
broke out In pimple
and would run a watery
corruption and wherever tho water touched
tho flesh, another pimple would form, until
tho pimples would form
n sore. His clothing irritated his body and
j
is
ho lost
rest at night. Tho disease was
so irrl": i)5 and would Itch so that I have
seen him in such an irritating condition that
lie wuul cry and scratch himself until the
Mood v 'ttld run. Ho was wry much disfigured us tho skin would be torn from his
cheeks f ' it the scratching.
"I til I all tho simple remedies that I
knew of t o stop t ho pain and burning ; I used
and
and bathed him in soda
water hut they did not cure him. Thin
went on until January 1912 when I began
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
to
w hich proved a complete cure in a short
time."
(Signed) Mrs. Laura Stephens,
Nov. 1!), 1012.
Cut icura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
SOc are sold every whero. Liberal sample of
each mailed froe, with 32--p. Hkin Book. Address jiost-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
"Mcn who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will And it best for skin and scalp.

Bl5TNE$5 "WITH

Goov

valves, ir

ei!iis

ARE FJSH JNtf foR
finnD BARCJAIN5 W
YOU

uirc

KJuarVmi Want ib(?

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, July 1. As to
and Western Fuel
the
company cases, this much appears
certain: President Wilson is unfortunate in having in his cabinet men of
IF YOU ARE FISHING AROUND FOR RELIABLE HARDWARE JUST
so little political intelligence (to put
COME TO US AND SEE IF WE CAN'T SHOW YOU
JUST THE VERY
Wilthe thing gently) as Secretary
KIND YOU WANT. OH; WE ARE CONFIDENT WE KNOW WHAT OUR
liam B. Wilson and Attorney General
CUSTOMERS DESIRE; AND WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING YOUR
James C. McRcynolds.
MONEY'S WORTH IN QUALITY AS W ELL AS QUANTITY. WE CAN
no
business
had
Wilson
Secretary
GIVE YOU THAT, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT WILL MAKE A FRIEND
a
as
using his newly acquired pull
WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE YOU LESS
AND CUSTOMER OF YOU.
member of a newly treated cabinet to
WORTH.
MONEY'S
YOUR
THAN
eh cure tne postponement oi any criminal trial, important or unimportant,
WOOD-DAVI- S
mid McReynolds had no business actTAKES CARBOLIC
ing on a telephone conversation sugPHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
ACID AND THEN
gesting such a course. His action in
the trial of two directors
postponing
CALLS FOR HELP in the coal fraud cases while selecting
three for trial savors too much of the
Detroit, July
Ridding her hus course pursued by his predecessor. It
band goodbye at noon and stating was not unusual for Attorney GeneTal
that when he came home in the even- Wickersham to substitute his personal
CHILLED FOR
ing he would find her dead body, Mrs. t pinion for the findings of grand juries
NOT
PAYING BILL
Walter Dossin, 24 years old, 720 Six in remote parts of the country where
teenth street, despondent over the rich and influential men were the subdeath hist October of her first born,
Scranton, Pa., July 1. Declaring
of indictment, nor was it unusual
took two swallows of carbolic acid, jects
for the department of justice and the that his health and his reputation sufthen repenting her deed rushed to the
to the extent of $1000 when he
fered
interto
States
the
United
of
president
front porch and called for aid.
was thrown into an ice box in M. W.
pose in behalf of rich criminals.
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHShortly after dinner Wednesday af- was
Wil- Youliass meat market on South Wash-ingthat
the
however,
supposed,
ternoon, Mrs. Dossin sent Helen
u
in
Prank
1911,
March,
avenue,
ODS,
son administration would inaugurate a
Electricity plays a most impor7 years old, a sister of her hushock has brought suit against the
- But
of
in
the
jusiitw
policy
department
tant part. The grandfather would
band's to a nearby drug store for
butcher. The case will be heard by
Vhile the child was
carbolic acid.
tt
be amazed at the radiance of the mod.
President Wilson only half sheds
..
gone she penned a note to her husI ill Uiiuuiv.
ii id Ddiu uweu a uiii I'll
band stating that her baby was wait- the bad effects of this proceeding meat purchased
ern home and why all this light? To
at the Youha3s
w hen he acts on the recommendations
ing for her in heaven and that she
and when the proprietor askmarket
make the home more homelike to make
McNab's ed
of McNab while accepting
wished to join her.
him to settle he made an unsatisWhen the child returned with ih resignation; and reverses Attorney factory reply. There was an argu-m- i
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
General McReynolds while permitting
ut, followed by a scuffle, and Bur-poison she sent her to the factory of
for father, mother and children. Good light
h. J. Dossin, manufacturer of table him to stay in the cabinet. Nor has check disappeared inside the ice box.
out
been
official
dealt
any
reprimand
The temperature was close to the
relishes, 740 Sixteenth street, for her
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
husband and his sister, and while the tc the secretary of labor who appears zero mark, he says, and with the door
desired.
child was gone took two swallows of to be without any excuse for what he o: the box securely locked, he was
did.
the poison.
held prisoner until he promised an
Taft began to get into his troubles early settlement of tho bill. Wheth-no- t
Shortly before the attempt upon her
life Mrs, Dossin had been reading tlu Ly whitewashing Ballinger.
er he kept his promise does
ap- wedding book and it lay open on a
pear in his complaint.
A foreign-lookinman stopped In
table near a davenport on which she
By the publication of the story of
was found by Mrs. Keiren Couglan, a ftont of the headquarters of the Inde- the affair he was caused deep humilianeighbor, who answered her calls for pendence Day celebration committee tion. Burchock says, and the chill that
s
j op F street and asked what was going
he suffered impaired his health.
help.
Walter Dossin, the husband, who is on. He was told that the children
denies that he locked the door ol
interested with his father in the fact were to appear in a historic pageant; the refrigerator.
ory, stated Wednesday night that his that they would dress up and march
wife had been despondent at times to the tune of bands.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
since her first born died and that she
"Patriotism?" he asked the lady in BRUTAL ATTACK
IENT as to touch the button and
had several times before threatened charge. "It is a
(N OWN HOME
patriotic event," the
to take her life. 'When she told me latter
replied. "Patriotism!" said the
your stove is ready to cook your
at noon Wednesday that she was go- stranger in his foreign accents. "I do
1.
Miss
Johanna
Ohio,
Akron,
July
to
kill
a
talked
with
I
her
herself
Iron
ing
ready to use, your toasted
not like the word. Patriotism is hate, Lund, IS years old, daughter of Jacob
few minuteB and when I left her be- it
anone
of
for
the
hate
people
is,
Lund, of this city, is in a critical condiready for the hurried breakfast, your vaculieved that the spell had passed," he
other people." And he passed on.
tion here, following an attack made
said. "I did not think that she would
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
upon her in her own home by a man
attempt to carry out her threat."
Y. M. C. A. meeting in this city who followed her from the downtown
a
At
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatMrs. Dossin took the poison between
was
cue
of
of
the
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
speakers
district.
Secretary
3 and 4 o'clock Wednesday afternoon.
In the fight she was clubbed with a
When Mrs. Coughlin came to her aid the Navy Daniels, He is quoted as
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
the woman immediatly called for mi;k, paying that "on the free soil of the "blackjack," "beaten with a heavy
day and night Estimates and full inforwhich she drank. This is believed to United States there is no place for piece of iron and kicked until sho
want
to
those
red
into
unconsciousness.
who
The
the
mation cheeerfully given.
raise
flag.
passed
was
Dr.
Groff
have saved .her life.
summoned by the husband and she There is no place in this land of the blows inflicted upon her have blacken
free for the reg rag of anarchy which ed almost evry inch of her body, her
was rushed to Harper hospital.
means danger to the country just as collar bone is broken and her arms
rfd is the signal of danger ahead to are so badly sprained that she cannot
move them.
HOMING PIGEON
the railroad man."
It is hard to believe that Secretary After the battle which lasted nearly
COMES LONG WAY Daniels
is so provincial as to be ignor- an hour, Miss Lund was bound and
ant
of the fact that the reg flag is the gagged and her assailant escaped. PoJeannette, Pa., July 1. After forty-- tmblem of Socialism, which any in- lice fear a lynching if he is caught.
eight days of wandering through the formed person knows is not a synohottest part of the torrid and temper-jat- e
nym for
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Anyone familiar
Every Woman
zones, "Sunny Jim," a noted racing with the anarchy. of
econrudiments
political
should
to
Is
of
and
Interested
Steven Krupa,
pigeon belonging
know about the wonderful
this city, "homed" from Rio Janiero omy knows that the one is the
of the other and that neither
Marvel
today.
uoucne
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
The feat establishes a record, in are necessarily related to bomb throw-ior
"direct
fi,
action,"
"sabotage."
that no homing piegon ever befoi a
WOOD
SAWED
is
when
ignorrapidly passing
'homed" from a point below the equat-- The day
Ask yourdnieelst for
WOOD
COAL
STEAM
CORD
ance of this character can be excused K. Ifhecannot supor.
ply the MARVEL.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
On several occasions continental even in a "professional politician."
accept do other, but
send stamp (or book.
and American fanciers have shipped
Montezuma
E.
44
23d St, N.T.
Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
On the public parking at the base of Marvel Co..
homing pigeons to distant points in
monument
thirteen
Africa and South America, but for the Washington
some unknown reason no bird has young ladies were rehearsing for the
heretofore been able to make its way 4th of July pageant. They representthrough the equatorial regions of ex- ed the thirteen revolting colonies in a
treme heat.
P'ay sybolizing the enthronement of
NOVELTY WORKS.
GRAND LODGE
"Sunny Jim," with two other racing freedom. Assisting was a single viopigeons, were shipped to Don Diego linist to give the air. He was playing
104
Galisteo Street
104
Are the goods on your shelves
Becera, a Roi Janiero fancier in April. the Marseillaise. There were no specadvertised by the manufacturers
The birds were allowed a few days tators, the grounds being remote. Fin
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
who induced you to stock up
to recover from their travel fatigue ally, however, a lone policeman, a
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
Porch Screens giving comfort.
with them?
and were liberted in the public square guard of the special force in charge
of Rio Janiero on May 8 at 8 o'clock oi public buildings
and grounds,
If you were called upon to adStep Ladders that last.
in tho morning. Strangely enough sighted something unusual. He came
RATE FROM
CC
and to let
vertise
these
goods,
Fly Traps that catch.
they took a southerly course.
on the lope and announced that the
SANTA FE,
know that you sold them,
people
A cablegram announnced the liberaRepairs your Furniture right.
performance must stop. Mrs. Gleuna
what medium would you emDates of Sale, July i, 4 and 5
tion of the birds and a day later au--! S. Tinnin, and her assistant, Miss
Upholsters.
ploy?
other cablegram said that the birds Hazel MacKaye, who were in charge,
Return Limit 30 days from
we can
In fact, does this an 3 and many more date of sale, within which time
Without hesitation,
had returned to the liberating point asked what law or government reguland after circling an hour headed lation
answer this question for you:
things In exchange for real money.
they were violating. The pooriginal starting point must be
THE LOCAL NEWSPAPER, of
straight north. The air distance from-Ri- liceman admitted that people might
reached. Low rates from all
to
SANTA FE. N. M.
this city measures walk on the
Janiero
Telephone 157 W.
course.
or
daisies
or
pick
glass
stations on the Santa Fe.
other
about 4200 miles.
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
You know, Mr. Dealer, that
sing or make other music without vioS. LUTZ, Agent,
H.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
the one way to create an actual
lating the law, but he surmised that
TERMS CASH.
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they the ladies were engaged in drawing a
demand that means sales over
cannot reach the seat of the disease crowd. As the policeman himself repyour counter is through the meCatarrh is a blood or constitutional resented the only spectator, the ladies
dium of the dally press. When
disease, and in order to cure it you couldn't quite see the point. Anyhow,'
manufacturers, therefore, want
ycu must take internal remedies. they were told to take their choice beto advertise their goods, tell
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- tween stopping the rehearsal or going
them that the way to help you
,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING 00.
Vy
in the patrol wagon. So
ally, and acts directly upon the blood to the lock-umove these goods from your
Local Agents for
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh the thirteen states, sybolizing the
)
shelves is to use the newspapers
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was epirit of revolt against tyranny, and
of this city.
V
U
prescribed by one of the best physi- celebrating the triumph of freedom,
And be sure to
letcV&rt)icke .
with
cians in this country for years and is to the tune of the Marseillaise in the
the manufacturer who spends
a regular prescription. It is composed shadow of the monument erected to
"Elastic" Bookcase
money to bring customers to
of the best tonics known, combined the memory of George 'Washington,
and Desk combissd. L3g& mj-- 3D
your store.
with the best blood purifiers, acting beat a sorrowful retreat from the pubj
Dealers and manufacturers
directly on the mucous surfaces. The lic groounds. It is known as a fact,
A Desk Unit with few or
In
who
are
local
Interested
m y many Book Units as desired.
'
'A'
iiiii
perfect combination of the two ingred- bowever, that most of the young
newspaper advertising for naTi
Th only perfect combination
ients is what produces such wonder- ladies were in favor of going to Jail;
II
"
deak and bookcue ever made.
tionally distributed
WtrfflJ "i I Mk
products
II
ful results in curing catarrh. Send for and only refrained out of a kindly
j
H
I
are
to
to
attracthe
write
convenient,
Roomy,
requested
5SLiliimL
If
testimonials, free.
thought for a more conventional mi11
tive. we want to show yo
BUREAU OF ADVERTISING,
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
nority. So it is now proposed to
AMERICAN
NEWSPAPER
fm
'
the piece "Liberty Dethroned"
Uliucs.ORtewfSSnr
Toledo, Ohio.
PUBLISHERS
ASSOCIATION,
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
us about it.
and to present it including the inter
f
World Building, New York.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti vention of the police, as the piece de
resistance of the Fourth of July treat
pation,
Diggs-Caminet- ti

.
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COMPANY.

LIGHT

GETS
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1913.
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Fancy Lump

OF

JUSTICE

ADMINISTRATION

WINTER GROCERY G

Domestic Lump

DEPARTMENT

IT HAD BEEN HOPED THAT THE NEW

THIS WEEK

!

oal

crtaln

1,

NO NEW POLICY IN E CZEIA BROKE OUT

the minds of most women In ntinrd to the
subject of motherhood. Tbe lunging to

BEANS

DYER PORK
THIS WEEK

Expectant Mother

JULY

1

aw su MM

T

1ES

ST

EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M., AND

RETURN,

I

$12.10.

East

The

Best
Route

y

Hill

1KMLI

West

ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE

j

NEW MEXICO.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

War Department.
in the beautiful Pecoi
Valley . 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open sir
work throughout tbe entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Located

j

n

:

Far particulars and Illustrated

cats-gas-

'r'

I

oal

a

Wood

"dolree8a

LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

SIZES.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
a

CAPITAL COAL YARD

1

anti-theisi- s

E. A. CAHOON, President.
1. E. RHEA,

I

1

POWER
N'

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Regents

.....

You-has-

For Rates and Full Information CaH'On or Address
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R.,SANTAJFE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

IN

!

,

address,

To the Man Who

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

Runs the Store

J.R RHOADS

B. P. O. E.

CONVENTION
July 7th to 12th.

lenver&Rio Grande R.R.

d0
OO.OU

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
Pueblo . . .
Col'do Springs
Denver, . . .
Salt Lake City

$16.35
18.15

St. Louis . . $47.35
Chicago. . . 51.85
Detroit . . . 62.85
Buffalo . . . 66.45
New York City 78.85

21.10
40 00
Ogden,
St. Paul. . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M.
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1913.
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Wittemore's
ffShoe Polishes

4

2

2

"

FINEST QUALITY

El-W
NE
XE
SV
S
NE
SE
SE
W
SB
SE
Sue. 24, T. 20 N It.
12 SE
2 E.. and S
S
SW
NV
SVV
NE
SW
SE
NV
NE
NE
SW
NE
SW
NW
NW
SE
Nff
S
SW
W
NE
,SW
SE
20
SW
NE
Township
North, Range 3 East. N. II. P. B. and
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make live year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Commissioner, John Al
exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
(hat of her witnesses before the register and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on August 11, 1913.
Claimant names aH witnesses:
E. M. Fenton, W. II. Rogers, Win-freBletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
M., and W. Garnett, of Senorito,

IJ

2

4

4

U

PAGE THRES

NEW MEXICAN

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

S. S.

THE

OPENED

2

Urns such as tlio Golden Swan and the
Queen. There would be stages
iiud the primitive
customs o the
times. It is a great thing to be pictured. The Cumberland road was the.
primary cause of the north winning

CONVENTION Indian
TO-DA- Y

4

LARGEST VARIETY

4

2

j

TWELFTH ANNUAL

4

ASSOCIATION
SESSION
THE

HERE

CONVENTION
STARTS

A

OF
THREE-DA-

VISITORS

-- MANY

the Civil war.
The Road That Saved the Union.
road populated
"The Cumberland
Chio, Indiana, jlliuois, Michigan, Wis- cousin and other Mississippi valley
states wiih pastern and
people. Had not the Cumberland road
been built until a generation or so
later the south would have furnished
the population for those states. The
Cumberland road saved the Union
t ice.
"We would show the Davy Croek-ett- s
and the Daniel Booties in the pictures. They would be brought dowa
to the Santa Fe trail days and show
the life and development along that
historic highway and the gold rush of
And last we would show the
motor car and the modern develop-carriemeiit. of the
highway,
More than
of the highway
-been built and very day sees
ditions to the completed part."

STATE

IN

CITY.

of
The twelfth annual convention
the State Sunday School association
convened in this city at 2 p. m. this
afternoon. Hie exercises being held in
the assembly room of the Palace of
"GILT EDGE" tUe only larties'shnc ilrnsning tlnn
the Governors. There are many delecontahiH
1'olialn'..
ami
Oil.
Blacky
positively
in the city already, more sV
and children's boots ami shoes, sliines uitliouf
gates
'c. "FRENCH GLOSS." lou.
rived on the afternoon trains, and still
"DANDY" I'ombination for cleaning and
polishing
all kinds of rnssotor tan shoos, H5c. "STAR" size, lite.
oihers are expected tonight und toM.
"QUICK WHITE"(in liquid form wit!) xunL'e)quii-k-lmorrow. The program as printed yes
FRANCISCO
DELGADO,
cleans unit whitens dirty canvas shoes. lo.
.'.".
in The NYiV Mexican relating
"AI.BO"
terday
cleans and whitens BUCK, Nt'BDCK.
Register.
In round while eukeii
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES.
to the opening of the convention was!
)itckt'din zinc 1)0X08, with Bponjje. lue. In
out, the convention adjourning
large alaminum boxes, Willi sponiie, K5c.
OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
If yiinrdviiliir ilm not keep the kin.l
wunt.wrMiis
about five o'clock.
jii eh;ut,"s
tut price in Htiwipj fur rii II hittt' piteltiiiie.
torpjtici.
"Instead of enduring the daily
WrIITTEIWORE BROS. A CO.,
Tonight at the assembly room as
sore
20-2Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass. ment of weak back, backache,
The Oldest and
yesterday, welcoming addresses
Manufacturer OS
swollen joints and rheumakidneys,
Shoe Polishes in the World.
to the delegates and visitors will be
tism, obey that impulse to take Foley's
given by A. 15. Renehan, Chief Justice PUEBLOS JOIN IN
with
Kidney Pills. They
FEALTY TO FLAG.
C J. Roberts and M. T. Dunlavy with
sucfor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
accounts
which
their
nature,
a response by D. A. l'orterlield. of Acess In all kidney and bladder disorDepartment of the Interior,
(Continued from page one).
TJ. S. Land OlUce at Santa Fe, N. M. ders.
lbuquerque. These exercises start at
They are healing, strengthen8:15. About 8:45 or 9 o'clock, u pubJune 27, 1913.
ing and tonic. Obey that impulse togreat mountains and the red of their
lic reception will be Held to which
Notice is hereby given that Eliza- day and give them a chance to help
al- citizens of Santa Fe are invited to own blood, that their veins might
beth W. Probert, widow of William you. The Capital Pharmacy.
flow with a loyalty for the Stars
jways
1'ieet
and
welcome
the
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith
visiting Sunday
St.,
It will not pay you to watte your
school workers, this will be held in und the Stripes of Old Glory,
Schenectedy, N. Y., who, on January
Governor McDonald then spoke
the assembly room and the rooms adform
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No. time writing out your legal
and to the point, saying thae
when you can get them already printNE
NE
014779, for NE
joining. Refreshments will be Rerved briefly
b.v the young ladies of the
ed at the New Mexican Printing
various both the white man and the red were
W
NE
NE
W
SE
looking to the fu.ure for the good of
NE
NE
W
NE
SE
Santa Fe Sunday schools.
themselves and tueir country. He as-- j
Tomorrow will be a busy day and sured
them that the governor of New
the program iu detail is given below:
Mexico, as lar as laid in his power
Wednesday Morning.
to
would endeavor to be fair and
9:00 Departmental Conference, (to the Indian. The Stars and just
Stripes
le announced).
were for the protection and the glory
Devotional Exer- of
9:45 Concention.
all, regardless of the color of his
cises. Music. A Bible verse from
skin, or the position he occupied, and
how much time is lost through needless
Smith.
Leonldas
one, led by Rev.
ho urged the Indians to keep their peoTHE GREAT BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG IS ON -- DESPERATE CHARGE AND every
10:00 report of Committee on Conhand adjustments on the ordinary machines?
ple loyal.
stitution.
Major McLaughlin was then Intro
Do you realize, for example, how much time is lost in
of
the
VICTORY.
CONFEDERATE
GIVING
Report
DUSK
COUNTER CHARGE,
Secretary.
duced and made a brief address, bearof
the
Treasurer.
Report
ordinary letter writing by the hand adjustments of the caring well his gray hairs and winning
Appointment of Committees.
the confidence and the friendship of
(EDITOR'S NOTE The following time an entire brigade of confederata gles between small sections were freriage necessary to write the date, the address, indent the
10:15 The Bible, Its Origin and Hisis the story of the first day's fighting troops were captured. By noon the quent.
every Indian present. Major McLaughparagraphs, write "yours truly" and address the envelopes?
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. D.
lin has visited nearly every tribe and
Hancock was placed in command oi tory,
at Gettysburg 50 years ago today. federal troops had been forced back-tMusic.
10:S5
the long ridge running south, just the troops engaged in battle by direct
The movements as stated here are
community of indians in the country
to
The
Bible.
Its
10:40
Message
accurate, the article having been writ- west of Gettysburg, which has since order of Meade, but he made no
during his long service and Is probbecome historic as Seminary
of the Men, Dr. David R. Boyd.
Ridge. changes in the disposition
ten by a military expertf.
ably as conversant with Indian affairs
11:00 How to Teach the Bible, Rev. j
Doubleday posted part of his force forces as Howard h.id placed them.
any man In the United States. He
ot
S.
East
Las
Jesse
Vegas.
Moore,
sent
another
is one of the likeable sort of men
THE FIRST DAY'S BATTLE.
along this ridge and
At the end of the day's fighting the
Music.
11:20
part to the north of the town to assist confederate forces had gained a vicwhose humanity is broad and whose
By a Military Expert.
11:25 What My Bible is To Me. TesAt eight o'clock on the morning of the troops that were then engaged tory. They had pushed the union
of mankind makes him
understanding
Wilservice, led by Rev. H. P.
one of the government's most trusted
July 1, 1S63, Buford'B cavalry division with Swell.
troops far back from their original po- - timony of
liams,
Albuquerque.
came in contact with the first division
When Howard took command thejgition.
and honored men, iu dealings with the
ot the confederate forces at McPher-Eon'-s confederate forces had been so increasWednesday Afternoon.
Both army commanders
hurried
red man.
of
2:00
Devotional
and
town
Exercises,
Song
woods, just west of the
ed that he was forced to fall still
their remaining troops to the field and
The party then adjourned to tlio
Albuback to the south and extend all night long the men marched or led by Rev. C. O. Beckham, of
Gettysburg, and the great battle was
stand In the beautiful plaza of
grand
on.
The querque.
his lines to meet attack from both worked at the entrenchments.
the grounds and listened to phono2:15 The Elementary Department,
For two hours the 6,000 cavalry the north and west. He dropped back northern troops were on the defensive
graphic speeches by the commission-- ,
fought desperately with the rapidly to a line of high ground that caused (and the confederates were In the posi- hy Mrs. W. O. Oldham, Portales, super- er of Indian affairs, the secretary of
the interior and the president of the
increasing force of confederates. De- - his troops to form tnemselves into .1 Hon Meade's men had held in the intendent.
2:1)5 Discussion of the Report.
termined to hold back the advance at thin line three miles long, shaped very morning.
1'nited States. Several of the Indian
2 45 The Cradle Roll.
(Tomorrow -- the second day's bat
all costs until Reynolds had opportun-- much like a question mark, with the
governors and
responded
and
The
north
men
to
to
the
his
receive
running
Beginners.
tie).
portion
place
ity
tc the speeches and in the best chosen
of th Model 10
The Primary.
.Tin?
were interpreted by members
from a thoughts
(?, minutes
The Juniors.
of their own pueblos.
The veteran
REMINGTON eliminates these hand adjustments
friend of each.)
SELECTOR
Governor
of
of
the
Romero,
Taos,
on
one
touch
through
A
single
absolutely.
3:05 Music.
Lorenzo Martinez, said that he was
JTfiJYS brings the carnage instantly to the exact point
3:10 The Secondary Department, by
glad to hear the voices of the big men
I!ev. J. M. Shinier, ot Santa Fe, super- at
on every line where the writing is to be done.
Washington and the president, as
intendent.
they seemed to bring him very near
is
3::)o Discussion of the Report.
them and made him feel as if he had
3:40 Handwork as a Help, Mrs. Ad- met them. He was
glad to hear the
dison Hall, of Santa Fe.
governor and others call the red men
3:55 Grading in the Schools. Mrs. brothers and
hoped they would be
Mollie P. Wright, of Clovis.
after he was dead. Franlong
urothers,
4:10 Music.
cisco Naranjo for the Santa Claras
4:15 Our Boys and Girls, Securing and other
pueblos also made a good
Them For Christ, Jtev. John A. M.
response along the same line.
D.
Belen.
of
D.,
Z.egler,
Francis C. Wilson, government at4:30 Some Things That Hinder, J. L.
for the pueblos, made a stirring
torney
G. Swinney, of Aztec.
He said that the Flag stood
Company
School Difficulties. speech.
Remington Typewriter
4:15
Sunday
for more than a piece of cloth. It had
GncorrxiratedJ
Free
for
all.
stood for 13 years as the emblem of
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
5:00 Adjournment
progress and freedom. The meaning
Wednesday Evening.
of the present ceremony
would bo
The exercises Wednesday
evening jfar
for good. He desired to
will be held at the Scottish Rite Cathe- see reaching
the Indian make the same progdral and in detail will be as follows:
ress that had been made by the white
From 7:45 to S:30 musical program man. The monument to be
erected in
consisting of the following numbers:
New York harbor will not only symbolto
Pipe organ solo, Introduction
ize the red man and show him to have
Cavalleria Rusticana, Mascagni, by Mr.
been the first man of this continent,
A.
J.
Jeancon.
but it would show the progress of the
Soprana solo, Goodbye, Tosti, by white man. He asked the Indiana
Miss Hazel Sparks.
to bear in mind when they looked at
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
Pipe organ solo, Improvision, by Mr. the
Flag that it stood for the progress
A.
J
Jenason.
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE Of
of the human race, regardless of color
Bass solo, The Wanderer, Schubert,
or condition. He asked them to tell
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
I y Mr.
Llewellyn Hall.
their people that their children should
DURING THE BATTLE HOUSE IN
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME,
GEN". MEADE, UNION COMMANDER, AND HIS HEADQUARTERS
BUSY
Address by Right Reverend Edward
to school and take advantage of
THE REAR. BEFORE WHOSE DOOR 27 HORSES WERE KILLED.
A. Temple, D. D., of Amarillo, Texas, go
PEOPLE ARE USINQ RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
those things the government is trying
diocese
of
the
of
northern
bishop
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
to do for the red man.
set of the confederate host, Buford south almost directly south of Gett3rs
Texas.
Mr. H. F. Coggeshall, superintendthrew his small force again and again burg, and the curve or hook extending The difference between "The Summer
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
Hymn, followed by dismissal.
hurried toward the east.
at the gray line. Reynolds
ent of the school and the eleven puebGirl" and "The Summer Woman."
forward and the great engagement
los in this vicinity, made a good heart
The end of the curve was at Culp's
While the former is having a "good
commenced in earnest.
in heart talk to the Indians emphasizHill, where the right of the army was time" the latter is too often dragging ROAD H1STORV
the federal forces were established. Cemetery Hill, directly around nervous, run down, tired out,
the fact that with privileges came
ing
Steadily
One-HTO GO ON THE
Mc
Stamp, net over 2 -2 laches feat;
responsibilities, and tiat he hoped
pressed back. This did not disturb south of Gettysburg, was the center with aching back and weary limbs,
14c
Each additional Hue en stamp
Often it is
MOVIE FILMS that the Indians were not far from
them, as the corps of Howard, Sick and formed the curve in the line, and sleepless and wretched.
les and Slocum were rapidly coming Round Top the southern extremity and kidney trouble not female trouble and
One-Hassuming those responsibilities and reinches leaf . . 20c
aad not ever 3
Stamp, over 2
up in the rear and Meade, with Han the left. The confederate forces were Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
ceiving the further privileges of citithe
Kansas
(From
City
Star.)
Each additional line en stamp
15c
cock and the remainder of the federal formed to oppose this union line.
The
positive held for the condition.
zenship.
The
beginning of
One-liarmy, was but a short distance from
It took all day and part of the even Capital Pharmacy,
The meeting was in every way a
stamp, over 3 -2 aad not ever 5 laches
highways before the American Revoluthe field.
ing to get the forces into the line of
2flc
Each additional line ea same stamp
and present success, and the Indians went home to
their
tion,
development
tell their communities about the
There was never a minute of the battle, and all the time the fighting TURNERS WILL CLIMB
One-limcta
Me
day work are to be shown in motion
Stamp, over 5 Inches kmc
Dead and wounded were
TO TOP OF MT. EVANS.
morning when there was not bloody continued.
ceremony and what had been said
Old
Trails
National
the
pictures by
Each additional line, same price. (Carved lines
fighting in all sections of the line. strewn all over the field. Guns thunM. to them from the president down to
Colo., July 1. A mountain Highway association.
J.
Denver,
Judge
the
of
conthe
incessant
dered,
TOwell, with the left wing of the
ea Stamp count as two Maes).
trip to the summit of Mount Lowe, president of the association, has tueir superintendent.
federate army, was coming down from muskets sounded like the rolling of a climbing
2Sc extra
feet above sea level wasJaFked Thomas A. Edison and three mo- 14,000
Borders of aH shapes, under 3 laches kmc
Evans,
the north and a force was sent to the drum. The whole region about the the objective of a large party of Turn
The agonizing discomfort and sense
on
sizes
at
Larger
proportionate prices. Where type ased is
north of the town to intercept him, battlefield was enveloped in a cloud of ers that set out from Denver today. tion picture companies for bids
of suffocation that accompany
hay
are
The
such
a
production.
pictures
while Reynolds, Howard and Sickles smoke, and above the roar of the guns
lach la Mm, we charge far oae Mae for each
over one-ha- lf
fever and asthma may be greatly alwound- - After leaving the railroad the party to begin with the defeat of Braddock,
of
cries
could
be
the
heard
the
was
Hill
and
Hill
held
Lonestreet.
one-ha- lf
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
inch or fraction.
on foot with a pack train. the British
general, who refused to and
and the officers urging forward tne will travel
in direct command of the forces
Tar Compound. It has a soothThe tour will occupy 8 days.
to
advice
as
tactics
take
nien.
Washington's
to
Reynolds.
DATES, ETC.
posed
ing tjfTeeL ou the munia linings, and
with
the
was
Other
The
Indians.
day
defeat
in
spent
parties
enfighting
In the midst of the morning's
By nightfall Howard had his men
relieves the gasping and tickling senLocal Dater
Me
on the present old trails route of the
ay town aad date, for -2 facts
fell
gagement
mortally firmly planted in a line of entrench- short trips into the mountains.
Reynolds
sation In the throat and bronchial
General Abner Doubleday ments, but not without the most deswounded.
highway.
50c
Ledger Dater month, day aad year la -3 Inch
tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.
"The romance
Indians and Indian dances will be
succeeded him and continued the fight- perate work. Once the troops were
surrounding highRegular Line Dater meath, day aad year, -4 tech.... 38c
In
of
a
America
is
Howard
at
feature
the
took
Fourth
from
Hill.
and
arrived
driven
until
almost
July
something
way
big
building
away
ing
Culp's
It will not pay you to waits your
Regular Line Dater meath, day aad year, 14 inch.... 25c
command.
Time after time the confederates celebration at Santa Fe.
wonderful," Judge iowe said this time writing out your legal form
1
was
counter
and
Defiance Model Band Dater
of
Charge
charge
morning. "The historical value
charged against the blue line and
when you can get them already printmade by the opposing forces. At one broke through it. Hand to hand strug- such pictures would be great.
LSO
aad Weed Cat
Facsimile Signature Rubber
ed at the New Mexican Printing
IT CUBES WHILE VOU WALK
Washington On Laurel Hill.
Pearl Check Protector
"We would Bhow ojd Nemacolin, the
Use Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic
SELF-INKIN- G
tire stock of the company.
NEW OFFICERS ELECTED FOR
STAMP PADS.
Then we
to be shaken into the 6hoes. Indian who led Braddock.
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powder
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show
would
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instantly
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At the annual meeting of the Santa built and the stock of lumber disnails, Hill, when It was decided to build the ta Fe, watch for small bills.
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Fe Lumber and Transfer company. tributed about the Crichton yard, this corns, itching feet, ingrowing
bunions. It's the greatest comfort Cumberland road. The pictures would
nnd
L.
A.
as
were
elected
the
follows:
will be done. For the present
officers
85 cts. AM osiers. Stew TWd lafc, 25 cts per battle.
4 1- -4
of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e have to include Aaron Burr, Calhoun
It will not pay yon to waste your
Hughes, president; C. L. Pollard, sec- coal business will remain with the discovery
makes
tight or new shoes feel and all the great statesmen of our time writing out your legal forma
SPECIMENS
FOR TYPE
ADDRESS,
retary; R. J. Crichton, treasure rand Crichton yard also. The consolidation
CumLadies can wear shoes one size earlier period, for it was the
when you can get thera already printMessrs.
Hughes of these two companies makes the easy.
general manager.
Burr's ed at the New Mexican
re- berland road that
prevented
Printing
and Crichton have bought the stock new firm one of the biggest and smaller after using. It is a certain
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in
kind
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H.
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state.
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by
formerly
strongest
tender, aching feet. Try it today. Sold the Alleghanies from developing.
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25c. Trial package FREE.
everywhere,
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and
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Address,
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GETS TWO NEW MEMBERS,

IHIIUAN.

CV MORGAN MID GEORGt

TUESDAY, JULY

was stated today at national league
headquarters that President Lynch
would investigate the mix up between
Brennan of the Philadelphia club, and
John J. McGraw, manager of the New
York Giants, after the game in PhilAlbuquerque, July 1. The entries adelphia yesterday. The league exfor the Albuquerque Santa Fe road ecutive, who has been absent from
.leagues, wihch only a few are williniT race to be staged Friday, closed last the office for several days owing to
to admit, a still smaller number will night with nine cars on the secre- the death of his sister, was expected
back in New York late this afternoon.
concede that the association has reach tary's book.
ed Ifs limit.
The drivers drew for numbers Immediately afterward at the Commer- TODAY'S RESULTS IN
GOLF TOURNAMENT.
cial club. Jake Levy, of Santa Fe,
drew for all Santa Fe entrants, with
La Boulie, France, July 1. Arnaud
the exception of C. C. Catron, for Masey beat Tom McNamara, the metwhom Mark Levy drew. Here is the ropolitan opponent, by two up and
order in which the cars will start, de- to play. Louis Tellier beat ' Alec
termined by the numbers drawn last Smith of Wyakagyl, the American
'
'
Standing of the Clubs. night:
captain, by six up and four to play.
1
Oerland, D. N. Combs, Albu- Pierre Lafitte beat John J. McDer-motNational League.
United States national chamquerque owner; "Red" Sperry, drivClub
Won Lost Pet. er.
pion by four up and two to play.
23
.635
40
New York
2
Puick, C. C. Catron, Santa Fe,

BASEBALL.

t,

34
30

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

28
26
25

Boston
Cincinnati
American
Club

AS ARTIST .TOIIXSOX SEES THE COME BACKS. AT THE TOP, ON THE LEFT,
CY MORGAN, WHO IS ALSO SHOWN IN ACTION.

GEORGE M'QUILLAN.

American association, whither he was
chased by Connie Mack, who believed
Cj was too strong for "evening life,
which Morgan has always denied.
Morgan is certainly following the
straight and uarrow now. The
lfaguer, melodrama and movies actor
has performed notably for Kansas
City.
With a team never firmly entrenchtime.
ed in the first division, Morgan has
And now major league teams are won 12 and lost 3 games. Columbus i
tusy bidding for Cy Morgan and the only team to beat him twice and
the only one to hit him at all hard.
George McQuillan.
Morgan is with Kansas City of the If Is spitter is better than when he was

Surely 1913 will go down In baseball
history as the year of "come backs."
First there was Fred Falkeuberg, who
returned to the big show from the
American association to pitch a great
winning streak.
Then Nick Altrock and Heinle Peltz
were rejuvenated, if only for a short

BRICKLAYER

p

k'

----

RACE. IS INTEREST IN

ATHLETE WINS GRUELLING

I

;

ex-bi- g

-

$

t

with the Alhletics and his fast ball as
effective as ever it was.
For Columbus McQuillan has pitch
eri splendidly. His fast ball is the ter-io- r
it was when he broke in with the
Phillies. His control, always good,
nakes him dependable, and this y?ar
be has won 10 and lost 4 games, Only
oiice has he been hit for more than
f ight safeties and three of his defeat?
were by the closest of scores.
Both McQuillan and Morgan are
pitching better than Falkeuberg did
iast year and are Bure to be sold this
ft.ll.

BASEBALL WANING?
Kansas City, July 1. Considerable
discussion has taken place recently
among those who take their baseball
seriously or as a business proposition
as to whether the sport has reached
its greatest height of popularity and
whether there is danger of its 'going
back," as so many other have done.
The year 1912 was nn "off year," not
only the minor leagues, where it was
almost uniformly poor from the attendance viewpoint, but in the major
leagues as well.
If the officials may be believed 1913
The
shows a marked improvement.
American league is ahead of its aggregate attendance figures for a corresponding period of last season, whi'e
the National League has made up in
some cities what, it has lost in others.
The American Association, according
to the best reports, allows a good gain.
In the major leagues it become more
and more apparent each season that a
winner will draw both at home and on
the road, while the loser Is a sorrv
load for the owner. Chicago White
Sox are perhaps the best example of
a club that draws well no matter what
its position in the race. This is due.
"
in part, to the personal papularity of
Owner Comiskey, and also to the fact
that heretofore the club had a pitcher
in Walsh who was likely to tippet
the leaders at any time, and therefore
give the bugs a chance to root.
The demand for a winner Indicates
that the crowd cares more to see the
home team win than it does for tho
beauties of the game itself. The same
demand emanates more from the
prand stand that it does from the 25
cent seats, where the real bugs con-

:

ft

gregate.

w. J. KENNEDY.
Outfooting a fast field of IS runners, W. J. Kennedy, a bricklayer who
trained after his day's work was done,
von the American Olympic marathon,
distance 23
miles, Saturday, June
28,

at

Chicago.
Kennedy represented the Illinois
Athletic club. His time for the race
wfcs slow, three tmirs, five minutes
and twenty seconds. This was due to

GOING!

the humidity and the fact that Kennedy wab nut pressed after the third
mile.
Kennedy took the heart out of his
most dangerous opponent, Fritz Carlson, of Minneapolis, also wearing the
I. A. C. colors, by his fast pace in the
early stages of the race and won about
as he pleased with Sidney Hatch of
the I. A. C. second.

C

1

!

It is a notable fact that a major
league club is more gradual in moving
up or down the pennant ladder than
a minor league club. While undoubtedly there are many hardships to the
minors unler the present system of
organized baseball, the very conditions as they now exist make the
American Association races uncertain.
The loss of a player by draft and the
frequent necessity, if it may bo called
such, of selling a star player for a
good price rather than lose him by
the draft route, changes the personnel
of the clubs each season.
Furthermore the American Associa
tion is one of the few big minor
leagues which can afford to take
players from the majors. This
too, gives a club a chance to pick up
surplus talent, and every manager
knows how much difference one or
two of the right kind of men make
in a club.
This shifting of strength creates Interest throughout the circuit, and if
baseball is at its zenith in the major
high-price-
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ELKS' THEATRE
Monday, luesday and Wednesday

.424
.413
.379

.738
.600
.549
.536
.531
.389
.378
.292

28

;i

37

34
3S
28
19

Pet.

17

48
42

Cleveland
Chicago
Washington
Boston
Detroit
St. Louis
New York

AT RIGHT,

.4G2

League.
Won Lost

Philadelphia'

Western
Club
Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln ... .
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita

.633
.557
.515

22
27
32
35
38
37
41

38

34

-

32
32
30
44
46
46

League.
Won Ixist
45
41

Pet.

21

.682
.586
.544
.536
.529
.406
.388
.338

owner; ,F. Hesch, driver.
3 V.'lie, A. B. Stern,
Santa Fe,
owner, stem, driver.
4 Korber-QuickAlbu
garage,
querque, owner; George Jlottmger,
driver.
5
E. M. F., Charles C.
Closson,
Santa T '. owner; Marion Dye, driver.
6 B l ick, William
Emblem, Santa
Fe, owrtr; William Emblem, driver.
7 Veii", J. Cadwell, Rosweil, own
er; W. weigtiman, driver.
8 Buick, Buick Auto company of
New Mexico, Albuquerque,
owner;
Tony Chisum, driver.
Albu9 Overland, H.
A. Greer,
querque, owner; Ed Nagle, driver.
A large number
of drivers and
autotefs attended the meeting at the
Commercial club last night.
They
voted to change the time of the start
here from 8:30 a. in. to 9 a. m., and
the tars will leave fifteen minutes
apart in order of their numbers, instead of ten minutes. They will leave
Santa Fe at 3 p. m. on the return
stage, They will not arrive here un-bout.
til alter the Dundee-DixoE. L. Grose was appointed starter
in the place of D. N. Combs, who has
entered a car since his appointment.
The officials now are Judge George
R. Craig, referee, Nye Martin, Herman Blueher and M. E. Mann, timekeepers.
Ten motorcyclists were employed
to patrol the route at $10 each. The
motorcyclists elected E. A. Beaudett
captain. The others who will make
up the squad are Carl Boyd, Louis
K. ppler, Clovis Salazar,
Will
Emil E. Heisch, Henry Douglas, H. Boyd, Lloyd Johnson and B.
Caeivilin.
The drivers decided that when a
car approaches another from the rear
t!:n leading car must give it half of
the road at the first Bignal and that
tin? following car also must take half
of the road. When the following car
returns to the middle of the road the
leading car may do likewise.
Mayor Sellers, chairman of the race
committee, who presided, asked the
drivers to paint their numbers, twelve
inches high, on their radiators and
to place their numbers on both sides
of their car hoods also.

RAIROADS INDICTED FOR
VIOLATING
LAW
Red Wing, Minn., July 1. Arraignments on five indictments returned
TWO-CEN-

CHICAGO CUBS SELL
PITCHER TO LOUISVILLE.
Chicago, July 1. Pitcher Fred Lonev was sold to the Louisville American
Association club today by the Chicago
Nationals. The terms were not given.
OTTO FLOTO ASKED
TO REFEREE

j

against the railroads operating

in

Goodhue county, charging those corporations with violations of the two- cent passenger rate iaw passed i'n 1907
came before County Judge Anderson
today.
Two indictments were
returned
against the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railroad company, two against
the Chicago, Great Western railway,
and one against the Chicago
and
Northwestern company.
Pleas of not guilty were entered
with the right to withdrawal the pleas.
on July 15 and to enter motions to
quash the indictments or to demur to
them, or both.
These motions, to be submitted to
the court on July 13 will be argued

BOUT.

Albuquerque, N. M., July 1. Johnny
Dundee and Tommy Dixon, who fight
here July 4, have agreed upon Otto
Floto of Denver as the third man in
tjie rjng. An invitation to referee the
fight has been telegraphed Floto by
the management of the New Mexico
Athletic association, but no answer
had been received ud to 3 p. m.
WISCONSIN

1913.

MEET TO ADJUST RATES
TO CONFORM TO DECISION..
St. Paul, Minn., July 1. Chairman
Clark, of the interstate commerce
commission met today with officials
cf the railways revising state rates as
a result of the United States supreme
court's ruling. Mr. Clark told the railway men iliat he was authorized to advise all western roads that as the Mln
ncsota rate case finally was settled by
the supreme court the interstate commerce commission would require western roads to adjust their interstate
rates to be not higher than the combination of state or intermediate rates.
May a,? 19914, was the limit allowed
by the commission for starting interstate schedules.

FOUR ENTRANTS
FROM SANTA FE
IN ROAD RACE

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Chicago

1,

BOXING BILL
GOES TO GOVERNOR.

September

10.

Madison, Wis., July 1. The Hed-din- SAN- FRANCISCO WATER
QUESTION TO BE AIRED.
boxing bill, with an amendment
31
37
prohibiting selling liquor in boxingWashington, D. 0.,'July 1. Eugene
32
37
who
haUs, was concured in by the assem- G. Sullivan, of San Francisco,
37
33
hlv today and now goes to the gov- - charged in a telegram to the house
28
41
ernor.
public lands committee that the re41
26
ports of a water shortage in San
24
47
YOUNG FOLK'S INNING
Francisco were false and made 'for
ON SPORT PROGRAM
purposes" telegraphed Chairman FerChicago, July 1. Chicago boys and ris today that he would appear and
girls had their inning today in the testify before the committee on July
International Athletic championships 7, Sullivan represents the Blue
National League.
being held in Grant Park under the Lake Water and Power companq.
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
auspices of the American Olympic
ENGINEER STANDS AT
New York at Philadelphia.
POST UNTIL ALL ARE SAFE.
Boston at Brooklyn.
REPORT ON McNAB
American League.
Du Quoin, 111., July 1. Four hunRESOLUTION TOMORROW. dred coal miners today were rescued
Chicago at Detroit.
'
Cleveland at St. Louis.
Washington, D. C, July 1. Repre- from the Paradise mine near here,
Philadelphia at New York.
sentative Kahn's resolution to have which had caught fire. Charles Mat-thichief engineer, stood at his post
Washington at Boston.
the house judiciary committee invesAmerican Association.
the delays in the prosecution of and worked the hoist that brought
tigate
St. Paul at. Minneapolis.
white slave cases the men up in the shaft in such opthe
Kansas City at Milwaukee.
and the Western Fuel company inci- pressive heat that it blackened his
Louisville at Toledo.
dents which resulted in the resigna1 hands and singed his hair.
Columbus at Indianapolis.
When the last man was rescued
tion of U. S. Attorney McNab at San
Francisco were favorably acted upon Mathls fell. He was taken to his
home in a serious condition.
by the committee today and will be
In
tomorrow.
house
to
the
reported
in these MISSOURI ORDERS
view of the developments
National League.
RATE INTO EFFECT
cases, however, the house is expected
At Philadelphia
Kansas
City, July 1. The Missouri
resolutions.
to
table
the
2
10
17
New York
t
passenger rate and maximum
0 4 2
Philadelphia
will go into effect at
rales
confreight
medicine
use
a
DON'T
cough
Marquard and Meyers, Wilson: Alexcon- once if an order of the state utilities
or
They
morphine.
opium
taining
and
Marshall
ander, Rixey, Mayer,
issued this afternoon is
stipate the bowels and do not cure commission
Killifer, Howley. :u
Examine the not stopped by the state's attorney
only stifle the cough.
contains general. The attorney general has
label and if the medicine
At Chicago-Pittsb- urgh
LYNCH WILL INVESTIGATE
it. Fol- - been asked to rule as to the power
refuse
harmful
these
opiates
2
BRENNAN-McGRAof the utilities body to ignore the
FIGHT,
and
Tar
Compound
Honey
jey's
3 9
Chicago
days the roads claim for estab1.
is
thirty
and
no
no
tains
healing
opiates,
York, July
Although
Coleman,
Robinson, Hendrix and
the rates.
lishing
filed
ling.
it
Tho
as
has been
yet,
Capital Pharmacy.
Kelly; Cheney and Archer.
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Where They Play Today
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Met-singe-

Today's Games.

s,

Diggs-Caminet-

TWO-CEN-

T

two-cen-

con-Ne-

sooth-complai-

At Cincinnati
11 17 2
Cincinnati
4 10 0
St. Louis
Beton
Griner, Steele and McLean;
and Clarke, Blackburn.
At

Brooklyn-Bos- ton

6
3

Brooklyn
and Rarlden;
Rudolph
Yingling and Miller.

1
1

8
8

ml

t4

Curtis,

e!

I. it

American l.eague.
At Boston
0
7 12
Washington
4 7 1
Boston
Engel, Mullin, Hughes and Henry,
Williams; Bedient, Leonard, Hall and
Carrigan.
St.
Wet grounds.
row.
Louis-Clevelan- d

game

s

i

post-- 1

v

poned; rain.

rr mil

t4Mr:.'

TODAY'S RESULTS IN
TENNIS

Doust will therefore meet Maurice

the American champion in the final round to decide who
is to play A. F. Wilding for the title.
McLoughlin defeated Doust in the
E. McLonghlin,

in New
Davis cup Bingles played
York on June 9 by three straight sets
the score being
One of the most interesting matches in the all England lawn tennis
championship tournament was that
in the fourth round of the gentlemen's
day when J. C. Parke and A. E. Beam
ish beat A. F. Wilding and G. W.
three sets to two.
Hill-yar-

'The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.
Made in six varieties:
wonderfully long-liveand gives manifolding power of each :

and distinct The inks (black, blue,
MultiKopv is clean to handle and
The following list names the varieties

REGULAR FINISH

HARD FINISH

MultiKopr.LLWt, 20; Medium, 8; Billing, S

MultiKopy, Lt.Wt., 16; Medium, 6; Billing, 4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
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use it for 100 Ipttors. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
dealer s nuiuc in writing for sample.

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
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wituout clotivini: luu type u as to fchow oa tiiu Uupcr.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.
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DON CARLOS DOG,
i

wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of pro- gressive business houses
anj i0ok into

CARBON
PAPER

SEMI-FINAL-

straight sets

approved

bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of

0
15
11
Olm-

1.
Wimbledon, July
Stanley N.
Doust the Australian Davis team captain, today beat Oscar Kreutzer, the
German champion in the semi-fina- l
round of the
singles
championship lawns tennis, by three

have

systems, good
vpownters, good paper
and caref ul stenographers,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
paper of the troubles
poor copies may later

game postponed.
tomor
Doubleheader

American Association.
At Minneapolis
11
St. Paul
5
Minneapolis
Karger and James; Mogridge,
sted and Owens.
Columbus-Indianapoli-

YOU

HE! ID PON!

CIRCUS

MONKEY HOTEL, in their own original lanAn exclusive and original creation in the amusement world-- 40
Dogs, 32 Monkeys, 4 Horses, present a clean comedy drama, the
see
who
it. Do not miss this big, real classy circus.
performance for the old and young-- an entertainment that benefits and amazes, as well as amuses all
guagea two-ho- ur

S3r NOT PICTURES. A REAL CIRCUS.
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plelion of the edifice will bi hold.
Hollin Lester Dixon and J. Travrr
liootli were in the party that were here
DRV
CO
&
the Indian expedition, yesterday,
'.iih
(Owing to the great Interest man! atid caught some fine photographs of
tested in the Personal Column, the the Indian governors and prominent
New Mexican request Its readers to
The pictures were
ltd men
send in by mail (a postcard will do) made for present.
museum which will be
the
or by telephone (call "31") items of erected in New York in connection
this column. By doing so the read- with the monument, and were no;
ers will confer a favor on the New
taken for commercial purposes.
ComMexican and on their friends.
in
Addison Hall and wife and Dr. C.
should
mail
bear
sent
munications
by
who have
S.
of
Cincinnati,
Kennedy
of
Solicited
the writer).
Your Patronage
the signature
125 Palace Ave
for the past two weeks been engaged
JS
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JS
installation
ma
of
in
the
X
overseeing
OUR SPECIAL PRICE.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
X
' W. E.
Si
the Postal Tele- - X chinery at the site of the Round Hill meeting of the national body to come
GRIFFIN, Cashier
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
Telephone
hold
X graph company if you do not get N Placer Gold Mining company's
it is a large asto the old capital,
J. B. LAMY,
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
ings on the Rio Grande river six sembly, and if it can be secured would
your paper and one will be de- - S miles
to
from Barranca, returned
X
to
livered to you at onc.
like 50,1100 visitors
Santa Ke last night. They will re- - bring something
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next year.
turn to the mines after a few days this city
1 1 1 I i i t
i
PROMINENT PEQPLfc TO
4
Mrs. Rufus J, I'alen will not be at here.
WED IN DENVER.
M. S. Groves, of the state corpora
tomorrow.
home
SALE-CITY
FOR
Colo., July 1. Miss Ellis
is in Allmtnierque
Denver,
tion
commission,
INSURE WITH BAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.
hi
O.
are
T. J. Sanford and
U Owen
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
confined to his room at lie Slurgel Meredith, author, lawyer, prominent
on business.
Albuquerque
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price
hotel witli a slight, attack of illness. suffragist and member of the city
2,500
Mrs. Frank W. Clancy will not. be
from El Paso elections commission, will be married;
to
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
3,000
at home tomorrow, Wednesday, July Coining Mr.Albuquerque
Groves suffered from tomorrow to Henry H. Clement. Mr.
Sunday
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and el4,800
heart trouble and a physician was Clement is a Harvard graduate, and
ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
John Venable, of Albuquerque, of called to attend him here. Mr. Groves son of the owner of the Roston
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
5,000
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
the law firm of Venable & Mann, is is accompanied
by his sen, J. D. Transcript.
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
in the city on business.
Carlsbad.
of
Groves,
Albuquerque
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
Mrs. I. AV. Dsvicr, of Taos, is the Herald.
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
Cogge-s'aalG.
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H.
returned
t.auglilin
Judge N. TJ.
3 Large Qrants in the State
of the Indian school.
last night from an extruded vacation
Room Modern Brick Cottages
Miss Hazel Riddle left this morn- during which he with .Miv. Langhiiu
FOP PFNITJ( 1
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
ing for an extended vacation in Ala- and Miss Ruth attended Hie graduaRoom 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. Al.
mosa and Colorado Springs.
tion of his daughter, Miss Helen, al
George Well, of the surveyor gen- - Smith College at Northampton, Mass.
FFTTS REArESTATE
ixi
ix:
ral'B office, will leave Thursday for From there the party went to New
a month's vacation ui California.
York and thence by boat to Galves- By Being Constantly Supplied With
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. R. llammitt, of ton, and then to Dallas, the old home
(C. A.
t.
Thedford's
the Indian school, will take a vacation of the Lauglilin family, where Mrs.
SURETY BONDS-LO- ANS
INSURANCE
next week, and expect to go to Long Laughlin and her two daughters are
Phone, 189 J.
now visiting relatives.
Peach, Calif.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I he
Mrs. Thomas Doran and Mrs. O. L.
reception given last night by jvtcDuff. Va. "I suffered for several
Owen returned last night from Clovis, the members of the Santa Fe Club for fears," says Mrs. J. B. VVhittaker, of
N. M., where they had been visiting .1. Grattan Mythen,
of Washington, his place, "with Sick headache, and
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
was one of the leading social events stomach irouoie.
for several weeks.
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stephenson who of the season. Mr. Mvthen was one Ten years ago a friend told me fo try
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
which I did.
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of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
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John W. Sullivan, who is almost as ments were served and the party had We never have a long spell of sick-lein our family, since we commenced
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Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best else, but who has been in Albuquer-- : delighted to renew their acquaintance tsing
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ith Mr. Mythen and meet him again.
is purely
que for weeks, is again In the- - caplof Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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trip
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City, Utah,
Judge John Allison, of Nashville,!
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morning
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indeed a fascination about It, and But it seems not The question of taxThe Albuquerque-Sant- a
Fe and re that submitted by claimant.
J. Ham. Lewis says: "What needed today, is more of the man." Is that everyone feels it. The atmosphere ation is one that hits home pretty
NEW MEXICO
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
the reason for the contemplated (sacrifice of those whiskers, so more of him gets into the blood of everyone who close to the most of us, and more at- turn, road race will be worth coming
.7ji"i:iaF,could be seen?
goes into the Old Palace of the Gov- - tention should be given in getting the miles to see on July 4th.
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Summer Hints to
Mothers Who 'Care'
Seasonable Advice on the Health of
Children In Hot Weather.
It Is well that mothers be advised
the children during
rot to over-feethe hot months. No one requires as
much food in summer as in winter.
Feed the children the lighter and
more easily digested foods. See that
the milk Is cool and kept away from
flies.
Be careful that the fruit Is
ripe, and if the child begins to scratch
the skin, indicating too mucn acid In
the blood, deprive it of fruit for several days.
It is quite natural that under these
conditions there will be some digestive disturbances, such as constipation, and constipation, and Mrs. John Wal
indigestion or summer diarrhoea. It lace, Scottsville, Ky., who finds it valmay be accompanied by a cold or by
to herself as well as her chil
eruptions of the siiiu. The timely uable
remedy, and one which you can relj dren, are never without it, keeping it
You also
on for results, is a small dose of Df for just such emergencies.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin on retiring can obtain a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
and by morning the bowels will move Syrup Pepsin at fifty cents or one
Families
and the trouble will vanish. The ex- dollar of any druggist.
pleasant-tastinceptional tonic ingredients in this which once use this
remedy will tone the stomach and en- laxative forever after discard catharrich the blood, and the child will feel tics, purgatives, salts and pills.
Families wishing to try a free samits usual self again.
Many families, like that of Mr. Wil- ple bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
liam Weber, 29 Kdwin Place, Buffalo, addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 41t
N. Y.( who uses it for foul breath Washington St., Monticello, 111.
d

great toe's side partner.
The hunting season was closed for
Tom right there.
He knew be was shot, but just how
serious the wound was he could not
tell, so he got to town and Dr.
as iinickly as possible. It was
found that it was the merest flesh
wound, not a bone having been touch
ed.
Tom is wearing a
bandage about his right pedal now,
and is limping a little and is carrying
a cane. But he will be just as good
at new for the big celebration on the

y

"All is Weil That Ends Well"
Along with dyspepsia comes nervousness, sleeplesnnnas and general ill health. Why? liecnuae a disordered Btomach does not permit
the food to be assimilated und carried to the blood. On the other hand,
the blood is charged with poisons which come from this disordered
digestion. In turn, the nerves are not fed on good, red blood and we
see those symptoms of nervous breakdown. It ia not head work that
does it, but poor Btomach work. With poor thin blood the body is not
protected against the attack of germs of grip bronchitis consumption. Fortify the body now with

Peruna-saturate-

Fourth.
So

will

"W. J.

the

B.,"

rabbit.

Alamogordo

DR. PIERCE'S

Golden Medical Discovery

an alterative extract from native medicinal plants, prescribed In both liquid
and tablet form by Dr. it. V. Pierce, over 40 years atio.
More than 40 years of expcrienr-has proven its superior worth as an Invigorating BUimach tonic and blood purifier. It invigorates and regulates
It can
liver
und bowels, and through them the whole system.
the Btomach,
d
now also be had in
tablet form of must dealers in medicine.
one-ceBO
Dr.
in
Pierce's
box
Invalids'
cents
to
for
trial
send
Jf not,
stamps
Hotel and Surgical Institute, UniTalo, N.Y.

.The Common Sense Medical Adviser.

HIS MARK,

PUT ON THE BILL

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
FOR SALK Vigas. Geo. Al. Kin- Regular communi- sell.
cation flret Monday
of each month at
WANTED A competent cook. Ap
Masonic
Hall at ply Airs. A. U. Renehun.
7:30.
E. It. PATJL, W. M.
FOR RENT Furnished
or unrur
CHAS. E. LIN.YEY, Secretary.
rooms. Call at New State Cfe

Santa Fe Chapter No

TO KK.VT-Roo- nis
for light housft-1- ,
Regular ,;,,,,
New
Mexican
Inquire
second icf ,,ig
of
each
month
,
Monday
at Masonic Hall at
FOR RENT A three or six roorq
7:30 p. m.
house furnished or unfurnished.
Ap
J. A. MASSIR,
ply to U. S Lowitiki
R.

1

A. M.

ARTHUR SELIGMA.V.

IS A BOOK OF 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH TREATS
PHYSIOLOGY. HVGIENE, ANATOMY, MEDICINE AND IS A COMPLETE
HOME PHYSICIAN. Send 31 one-cestamps to R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.

H,

Secretary.

FOI!
SALE Good C horsepower
l.effel steam engine. Good condition.
Santa Fe Commandery Uppiy saw Mexican Printing corn-N1, K. T.
Regular nan v.

---

--

and should be seen by every child In
month at
Santa Fe. The big ape, who played the
f day........ini each
ROOMS FOR MEN Newly furnishn.rtn
CONDEMNS
THE PRESIDENT
"""""" Li.. it
M'NAB,
ed, light and airy, shower bath, use of
part of the hotel clerk and was conlibrary. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
BUT PUTS 0. K. ON M'REYNOLDS.
stantly ringing the hell for the "hop"
WESLEY O. CONNER, JH E. 0. Grant, ami Johnson. Phone 270 J.
also admirably impersonated by a W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
The New Mexican, without exag- monkey, were excruciatingly funny
..
-., .,,
ul
cur- WANTED Railroad bridge
Washington, D. C, July 1. Presi- geration, can say to the parents of
sure
to
follow
are
of
Fo
houses
that
Santa
Big
Lodge of Per- a
reason
con
new
has
for
dent Wilson
Mexican laborers for
Santa Fe, that they and their children ,.8t Ight and tne EIk8 theater tonlftht
No. 1, 14th de- - r()il( work. An kjmi
f h,ip wanted
demning the secret political confabs
i
NI Mllfm BUUiUllllllg III on:
and tomorrow night will undoubtedly
and Ac-aAncient
gree.
which he inveighed so strongly when lino if
fnijKhed. Cull, phone, or acDon
see
the
Carlos
they do not
be
crowded.
cepted Scottish Rite ofj(inKS i.ivesay and Caldwell, second
he was a candidate.
The currency Dog,
Monkey and Pony Circus. There
Free Masonry meets on
bill was a pretty good measure as long is no
ritv' itnnk ntiil.linsr
show of its kind on the
better
the third Monday of each month at
s
as it was only the
TO
road, and this can be said by one who
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
bill. Then one night there was a sec- has seen a
TYPEWRITERS
good many of them.
Cathedral.
Scottish
Rite 'cleaned
Visiting
NAME
CALL
HORSE
ret confab at the white house and Wiland repaired. New
adjusteO
was
music
To
the
away
with,
begin
are
Masons
liam Jennings Bryan was there. In
coruiany invited to atlena. platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
and
orchestral
selec
above
the
par.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32
that secret midnight hour, Bryan capplies.
Typewriters sold, exchcangei
Columbus, O., July 1. After this
Venerable Master. and tented. Standard makes handled
tured the currency bill from its au- tions were greatly enjoyed. For the
Lorain
farmer,
County
Frank,
Joseph
of
animals
the
trained
CHAS. A. WIIEELON, Secy.
thors and wrote "W. J. R, his mark," performances
All repair work aud typewriters guaris not out will probably be a little, more polite;
in large and lurid letters all over it, the extravagant superlative
Santa Fe Typewriter Exanteed.
in praise of everything pre- - in describing his neighbors' horses.
of
place
B.
P.
E.
O.
and now look at the "durn thing."
change, Phone 231 W.
The supreme court Has rendered a df
dumb
sented.
wonderful
The
brutes
Santa Fe LodgeNo
President Wilson has directed the
Come Again.
Instilled with a quality of what' clsion wherby the cost to Frank for
auditor, that there will be nothing
P. O. E.
460, B.
trial of Diggs and Caminettl, seemed wont
A GREAT MONEY MAKER
to such designating the favorite sorrel mare
to
call
we
are
Last week after Sheriff McGrath to give out officially until the court prompt
"human,"
holds
Its regular
the two young Californlans
indicted
FOR AGENTS.
a mongrel
is
Anton
si.uuu
iot
Miller,
more
was
act
an
extent
than
that
had visited his family for some days, has acted upon the appointment of under the white slave
every
session on the secact, thus resThe greatest chance ever offered to
s
tees.
not
and
who
wilt
and
the
receiver
take
a
the
lawyer
Including
of
wasn't
front
Vendome,
tad sat in
charge
"stale,
interesting. There
ond
and
fourth hustlers for making money fast. One
cinding the attorney general's order flat
or unprofitable" stunt in the whole
Frank and Miller met in a Lor.ii'i
had run his auto over all the streets, wind up the affairs of the institution. for
each can be sold in almost every home. At
At
same
cf
time
the
Wednesday
postponement.
Mr.
Dennis was put in charge to
(county
establishment
performance.
taking his children to ride, he came
V 1 1 1 inn ii
month.
he
Mr.
the
of
accepts
resignation
glance everybody gets a desire to
the state, which holds conthe conclusion that the town needday. Miller lauded his mare, but
One formed a tie of personal inter-lon- e
brothers are invit- have one. The price of this very usethe district attorney whose sharp
He rustled a few rakes trol until the court has acted and the
in h11 three kinds of creation for 'Frank scornfully dubbed It a "mon- ed something.
est
ed and welcome.
ful tool is so low Hint, every family
protest against the proposed delay
In sudden ire, Miller resented EDWARD P.
and brooms, gathered in some willing receiver has been regularly named. first called
DAVIES,
can alTord to buy one. The. Home
the matter to his attention their intelligent acts, the horses being greA."
faAsked
he
would
on
the
whether
his
reflection
his
fist
this
with
accept
the best and evidently used to the
workers, and went to work on the
Exalted Ruler,
and exonerates Attorney General
Novelty Co., Antonito, ()lo.
The monkeys, which are vorite's pedigree.
streets. They were well swept and receivership, Mr. Dennis answered
C. H. WILSON,
Wil- circus ring.
and
of
Labor
Secretary
to
was
it
he would if
that
so
agreeable
was
the
A
cut
ensued.
accumulation
up
cap
many
the
upon
and
always
funny,
fight
Entering
raked,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
son, at whose instance the delay was
Secretary.
ers 1hat were unusual and had such scene. Constable Frank Stauder, of
loaded ore wagons and hauled away. the depositors and the court saw fit ordered.
Call for Bids.
not
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but
would
to
he
that
him,
a
semblance
of
human
Avon
the
that
the
they,
The people of ,ordsburg wish the
township essayed heroically
The president does this in letters
Santa Fe Camp
Notice is Hereby given that sealed
It
an
would
for
nor
make
effort
he
.
iih wan icwui'r
sheriff would visit us more frequently.
apiJiawoo uuu iuiub vu mugir ium ui
M. W. A. proposals will be received by the maywhich condemn the district altomey
13514,
permit, knowingly, his friends to exert and approve the
hw wen as uie eu
me grown-upWilli uiree uruiHiiig imts in in
meets second Tues or and city council of the city of San- Lordsburg Liberal.
attorney general. His jier truai
themselves for him. "There Is more
action is an admission that the San children, making the older auditors solar plexis and a series of kicks that
Fe, at 7:30 p. m. on the 8th day of
day each month,
responsibility and hard work con- Francisco district
him out with two fractures in nis
momentarily youngsters again.
Toojlald
Auto Accident.
A. D., lltl.'i. at the council chamclal
was
third
meeting
July,
right
attorney
nected with this matter than the
much canot he said in praise of the right leg.
at Fire- ber in the county court house in the
Tuesday
Artesia had an automobile accident average person perhaps at. first and the two cabinet members were
do
to
have
do
much
which
not
stttmiPr mKa Franl; and Miller joint-tman's Hall. Visit city of Santa Fe, for the construction
but his written words assert dogs,
P. J. Lukins was
Monday afternoon.
thought realizes, and while I am will- wrong,
win encomiums
of praise from hv
nun ThB cimmnn nlpnn rnurt
of a reinforced concrete band stand,
ing neignuors welcome.
coming east on Main street in his car ing to undertake the work and believe that the district attorney was wrong (heir human friends, heinsr. ns Ihev"
i, l rtoc:
,Tiit,. nira
rai..i jhiiuti
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
with basement, to replace that now
lllKimnnu HIC
nriumt.
and when he reached the State Na- I can realize as many dollars upon and the cabinet members right.
awarded the plaintiff $1,000 against A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Is this a practical illustration of the were, so close in man's affections.
existing in the plaza of said city.
tional bank corner B. F. Brown, who ithe security as any one, it is not a
Both the monkeys
and the dogs Frank. The circuit court affirmed and
"new freedom" in morals now being
Plans and specifications can be exwas crossing the street, as if be was job that I covet," he said.
were not tenderfeet, now the supreme court says Frank
that
amined
at the place of business of
proved
they
the
FARMER
W.
by
F.
taught
serially
president?
He
in great fear of being run over.
Some of the depositors have signed
and rode the ponies
without
fear, must pay up.
No. the city clerk between the hours of
Homestead
stumbled over something and fell di a petition whicn has Been circulated
fl a.
of
m and 5 p. m., and copies
whether on a straight trot or when
2879, Brotherhrectly in front of the slowly moving by friends of Mr. Foyil, asking the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
the rascals tried to buck them off of
same will be loaned to responsible
Ameriof
ood
car. The crank, which hangs low on;court for his appointment to the
their backs. "Meanie" or "Weanie," CALL HER WITCH
parties, in turn, for periods not to
can Yoemen.
Mr. Lukins' car, caught Mr. Brown place, but it is understood that this
the smallest capuchin, won unstinted
t
hours.
exceed
Oe Vargas.
LOCK
HER
UP
AND
second
Meets
by the pants leg and moved him a foot was commenced before It was known
out on
All bids must be made
applause in his equestrian accomp
H. A. Rockwell, Denver.
,
and fourth Moor two, and Mr. Brown thought he was Mr. Dennis would accept the place.
for the purlishments, refusing again and again to
forms
blank
G. H. Rock, Lake Charles, La.
provided
ndays of the pose,
Pittsburgh, Penn., July 1. Accused
being run over, and began to call for Tt is thought that he will be named by
be unhorsed by his pitching steed.
of which can be procured
B. E. Brookbank,
Denver.
month
the from copies
Mr. Lukins to "bacn her off." None the court without, equivocation and
The dogs watched their trainer, of practicing "withcraft," Madams
the city clerk upon application,
A. W. Boyer, Detroit, Mich.
Fireman'B
Hall.
that
who
Hester
Davis,
acknowledges
of Mr. Brown's clothing was torn, and that in a little while the institution
who was very unlike some trainers
and must be presented to the counMrs. C. L. Emrich, San Pedro,
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
the excitement caused by the "acci- will be in shape and the depositors
in his Interest In them, and the con- she is 51 years old, and who claims
cil by the bidders or their agents at
MrB. S. L. Squire, Carrizozo.
Cor.
Sec.
David
Gonzales.
dent" was soon over Artesia News. will he: getting their money. Clovis
fidence he seemed to have won among she is a medium of unusual, and mystithe above stated time and place, or
Mrs. H. S. Campbell, Carrizozo
Journal.
them. They watched
him as if fying occultism, was arrested in her
be mailed in sealed envelopes admay
D. D. Conway, Alamosa.
Santa
Fe
Lodge
chambers in Coleman street
First Green Corn.
to the Hon. Cclso Lopez, maydressed
they understood every word that hel"SHance"
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
No. 2, Knights of
Successful Hot Springs.
bids as
said, and "Lazybones," who insisted in aim iucKeu up in me aiikucii.y
or, who shall present said
Joe Ooodale is again the first man
I. H. Hawkins, St. Louis.
meets
station.
above stated. All bids will be plainon the local market with matured
Judge Medler is in hot water literprolonging his stretches and yawn-ing- s
M. D. Allen, Malm!, N. M.
Second
and
every
sevThe charge was preferred by
was one of the cleverest canines
sweet corn. He presented the Advo- ally Bpeaking if one may judge by a
ly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Mrs. D. Allen, Miami, N. M.
Fourth Friday of Construction
of them all. A particularly fine piece eral of the woman's neighbors, who
of Band Stand," and will
cate editor with a few ears Monday I hone message from the judge from
R. A. Shepard, Miami, N. M.
8
month
at
the
be unsealed and the contents publicly
training was manifested when the claim they have known no peace since
afternoon that were first class in Fort Selden last evening. "We are
Mrs. R. A. Shepard, Miami, N. M. of
m.
o'clock p.
mid-ai- r
announced at the above named time
Bize and flavor.
No one acquainted pumping scalding hot water at the
suspension act, which is no Madame Davis entered their midst.
Rollin L. Dixon, Philadelphia.
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a
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apfor
cleverl
witnesses
easy
human,
with Goodale is surprised at this. His rate of 150 gallons per minute," said
place.
According
H.
T.
Parkhurst, City.
of P. Hall over
The right is reserved to reject any
small ranch in the northern part of the judge, "and have an enexhaustible
M. D. Montgomery
and wife, Chi- performed by a dog. It Is a piece of peared againt the "witch" this mor
store.
Kaune's
or all bids.
legerdemain that required perfect at- ing, she wears mysterious charms, and
town is a practical
demonstration supply at the bottom of our well cago, HI.
All
CELSO LOPEZ,
tention on the part of both man and all night long she marches the streets
farm. He made his assertion a year driven into the old Selden Hot Springs
M. L. Cook, St. Louis.
Knights are most
Mayor,
dog, and both performed It without a uttering wierd chan's in a jargon unago that he was making more clear in the past few weeks. The water is
John Allison, Nashville, Tenn.
cordially invited.
flaw.
FA C UNDO ORTIZ, City Cleik.
known to the residents, but evidently
money, amount of money invested con- clear and hotter than can be borne by
Montezuma.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
The equilibrist gave as good a per well understood
by all
sidered, on his
patch than the flesh without cooling. '
Chas. R. Easley, City.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
formance
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a
and
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
a
marvelous
creatures.
ignus
Carrying
mystic
display
any other person in the Pecos Valley
O. L. Owen, City
The medicinal value of these waters
of strength and balancing ability, as fntus sort of a light, the woman trav
Don't overlook the grave fact that
not barring either bankers or newsT. J. Sanford, City.
been told by us many times and
has
anything to be seen in a three ring. erses tlie street wltn oogs ana FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. rheumatism easily "settles in the
paper men. So far as we know, his has been verified
,T. Lavan,
F.
City.
citizens
who
by
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular heart," and disturbs the valvular acThe closing number, presenting a cats by the score following her. The
challenge still holds. Artesia
John Sullivan, City.
have been benefited by its use. The
of a hotel, a church and mournful howl of the dogs and the meeting on the first Thursday of each tion. The cure consists in removing
stage
setting
W.
J.
Stehle, Albuquerque.
above test was made June 25 with a
Ithe police station, In which the actors wild screams of the cats are always month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
D. S. Eddins, Denver.
new centrifugal pump of 300 gallons
the newly wedded couple to the; in unison with the witch"s wierd Visiting brothers are invited and wel up and strengthen the kidneys that
(from
C.
Depositors Want.
S. Kennedy, Cincinnati.
a minute capacity, and is a highly satbar
tender
were dogs and monkeys, chant. She was held over by the come.
they keep the blood free of poisons
We are informed by C. E. Dennis,
Mrs. W. E. Wheeler, Tucumcari.
BENITO ALA RID, President.
test
and
demonstrates
that cause
was
and uric acid crystals,
that
a
isfactory
great
delight to the little folks Court for further investigation.
Estancia.
temporarily in charge of the defunct the well drilled in the
Brown,
Wybert
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
rheumatism, swollen joints, backache,
spring will afAmerican Bank and Trust Co., of this ford all
William J. Price, Iowa City, Ia.
the water needed by the W. G.
urinary irregularities and disturbed
city, representing the state traveling National
Bonsemar, Deming.
ODD FELLOWS, heart action. Try them. The Capital
Spa company without addi
IN
MYSTERY
MACKAY
FAMILY
W. Harris, Las Vegas.
AS
RICH
John
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Pharmacy.
tional drilling. Walter Stewart did
H. F. Ryan, Las Vegas.
Santa Fe Lodgt
FATHER
AWAY
CHILDREN
on the fleeing pot roast and thus test
C. C. Robbins, Las Vegas.
meets regularly
Reduced rates on all roads to
drill. The company have purT .E. Mitchell, Albert, N. M.
ON OCEAN LINER.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'ciocl
Fe, July 4th.
chased the necessary pipe to carry the
R. V. Rinehart and wife.
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
waters to the hotel and bathrooms to E. F. Long, Waco.
ers always welcome.
be erected on the new townsite west
John A. Loughlin, Trinidad.
of Judge Medler's ranch nearly a mile.
W.
Contwell, Denver.
George
Hie town is called Fort Selden, and Byron Yates, Ottawa, Kas.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
most fitly as old Fort Selden still
Mrs. J. E. Murray and sister.
stands in part, many of its splendid F. J. Mallory, Denver.
ATTORNEYS AT-LW.
walls being now available for new or
La Salle.
rather for reconstructed buildings con
Joe Sterrett, Wagon Mound.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Telb How Lydia E.Pinkham's nected with the National Spa. This Zacarias Salazar, Wagon Mound.
City Attorney.
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will be New
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Temple,
Capital City Bank Building,
made
Otto Mund, Bowles, Calif.
Vegetable Compound
health resort in a comparatively short
8
Rooms
J. Andrews, Arizona.
space of time and Las Cruces people
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Her a Well Woman.
J. P. Joquel, Albuquerque.
should feel the worth of such an instiTIME TABLE
T. C. Williams, Bland.
tution only 16 miles distant and. beG. W. PRICHARD,
Dick Wilson, Las Vegas.
Chippewa Falls, Wis. "1 have al- come its earliest patrons. Las Cruces
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Effective January 1st, 1913.
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Will Both Live.
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Falls, Wisconsin.
small of my back. I had headaches
m.
So does the rabbit
Phone Red 6.
end often got very
The pains
Providence, R. I. "I cannot speak
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
After arriving at the game pre- troubled me for a dizzy..time and
Office Hours 8 a. m. to I a. a.
al
long
too highly of Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- serves, Tom saw a bunnie
nect with No. 7 westbound carAnd
and jump- though I tried different remedies, noby Appointment
Just as the giant new Hamburg-Americaetable Compound as it has done won- ing from the
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
took
after
me
it,
did
I
carriage,
One
without
be
not
any
good.
thing
day
would
ders for me and I
liner Imperator was about
4 eastbound.
with rifle cocked and ready for im- saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised in
and
it.
I had organic displacement
C.
Tom is some
and mediate action.
a local paper and I got some. They to sail from New York the other day
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
bearing down pains and backacheI took himself, and was soon neck and pacer
with
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
dashed
H.
m.
Clarence
up
back
cured
and
neck
Mackay
and
head
made
when
my
was thoroughly run down
with the lepus cuniculus.
Comme feel better in every way. I have his three small children in an automo
Believing
Vegetable
Pinkham's
E.
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
9
Leave
Rooms
Calls
Lydia
LaughlinBldg.
that the race had proceeded entirely used Doan's Kidney Pills several
in
a bodyguard of
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
pound. It helped me and I am inthe far
surrounded
by
bile,
or
attended
promply
day
night.
a
enough, Tom decided to first jump times since and they have always
best of health at present I work
No. 9 westbound.
private detectives, also in autos.
my on the fleeing pot roast and the test brought good results."
factory all day long besides doing has
II
to
2
4
m
7
1
to
8
a.
to
n
m.,
p.
p.
out the accuracy of his rifle. With unThis mysterious proceeding has
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
housework so you can see what it
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
a. m.
n
done for me. I give you permission to erring aim he landed with his rigBt cents.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Co., Buffalo, started the story that
It will not pay you to waste your
PfUORJAl NeVG to.
publish my name and I speak of your foot on bunnle's neck, and with un- New York, sole agents for the TJnltetd Mackay have separated and that Mr.
time writing out your legal forms
erring aim he missed bunnle's head States.
Vegetable Compound to many of my
Multimillionaire,
Mackay,
Mackay hurried the children out of the Clarence
when you get them already printed
friends." Mrs. Abril Lawson, 126 and sent a
bullet between the Remember the name (Doan's and country to prevent his wife from getand Mrs. Mackay, New York Social at the New Mexican Printing
Lippitt St, Providence, R. I.
great toe on his right foot, and said take no other.
Leader.
ting possession of them.
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THIS WOMAN

HAD MUCH PAIN

WHEN STANDING
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17-1-
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C. GUNTER, M. D.,
18-1-
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Mrs, Jose Sena anoTjUrs. John
Their final count showed
Hampel.
the total number of votes received by
each of the contestants to be as follows:
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler
1,237,312
Mrs. W. G. Sargent
1,166,572
Nellie Gann
1,136,080
Lulu Krick
978,717
Edith Marmon
777,293
Mrs. C. Parsons
473,815
Mrs. Paul Doran
454,894
Clouthier
318,710
JUDGES SPEND MOST OF FORENOON Ida

1,

1913

sett,

WEWS,
OFFICIAL
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

If

Auto Delivery Every Hour

II

y

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

!

Deputy Gams Warden's Bond.
The bond of Page Otero, chitT dep-utgame warden, for $1 5M in the
Lnited States Fidelity & Guarantee
company, wits filed today with the secretary of state.

ThTTfTmourE M P Ft E S S FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
to the boy or girl unpremiums, and besides this we are going to give
der 15 years of age. who colfeits the most of these coupons up to
a watch.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest
to
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Ahe7ap'f

Redeeming Deficiency Bonds.
The state treasurer has advertised
that he will redeem Nos. 1 to so of the
casual deficit bonds of 1H 12, amounting to $10,000. These bonds are
of the deficiency bonds issued last
year to make up the amount necessary
to pay the expenses of the state.
one-fii't-

PhoneN'o.4

ANDREWS

PhoneNo-- 4

Federal Court Recesses.
Because of the fact that the Fourth
of July would take part of the week,
and also because of the fact that the
State Sunday School convention is being held in town this week and Judge
XV. H. Pope is president of the state
association, a recess has been taken
in the federal court until next Monday,
and the further trial of the case of
Garcia vs. Garcia has been postponed
until that date.

Now

Prepare

NON-KIN- K

RUBBER

HOSE

is the best that can
be produced. It Is

Bids for School Funds.
No. 14 of the Laws
that it shall be the
duty of the state treasurer, the attorney general, the secretary of Btate and
the governor to deposit the permanent

Joint Resolution

of 1913, provides

made by the Boston
Woven Mose& Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.

DANDY

7-P-

HOSE

WRAPPED

LY

Red Color

and a Popular
Seller with
us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an Extra Good
Quality.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

5

school fund with those banks of the
tale which will pay the highest rate
t f interest for the funds. The various batiks of the state were asked to'
submit bids for the amount of the
fund they would take and the rate of
interest, they would pay and the four
flute officers mentioned above this
niorning opened the bids. Wore than
and the rate
SC bids were submitted,
c tiered ranged all the way from three
and a fraction to 7
per cent. A
computation showed that the entire
amount of $121,040.78 could be deposited in various banks, all but $0000 to
draw C per cent and over. Before action was taken on Treasurer Marron's
motion to let the bids to the various
high bidders for the amount and the
rtte they offered the governor offered
that by sacrificing
the suggestion
slightly over $2000 in interest yearly,
the permanent school fund could be invested in the state highway bonds at 4
per cent, and in this manner the state
highway commission could dispose of
$121,000 of the state highway bond issue, which otherwise could not be
sold because of the low rate of interest. He maintained that this action
would result in the greatest good to
Ihe state, although it would mean a
slight sacrifice to the school fund.
The matter was taken under consideration and no decision arrived at be-f- t
re the New Mexican went to press.

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS 2STOW

W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
The Oe Vargas will bs remodelled in the Spanish style and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
compapered. Many private baths and all the
hotel.
forts of a first-class

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
J

k

ALFaLFA

SEED.

All kinds of flowers,

STOCK

jarden 4 field seeds

FOOD.
in bulk and packages

45

LEO HERSCH

New York, N. Y., July 1. The
course of the stock market during the
last few days convinced traders today
that it was easier to put stocks down
tnan to put them up and the market
received little support most of the
morning. Except for the court's approval of the Harriman dissolution
plan, which apparently was dismissed
as a market factor, there was no
clange in the domestic situation.
Cable advices told of renewed disturbances in the Balkans and there was
some apprehension that the state oi
.flairs abroad might result in a new
drain of gold from this country.
Bonds were steady.
Prices moved up steadily in the
early hours of the afternoon. Gains of
a point or more over yesterday's close
were recorded in the Harriman's cappers and coalers with the rally from
the lowest reaching 2 to 2
Inability
points in some instances.
to dislodge long stock on the opening
raid impelled covering in all quarters.

Washington, D. C, July 1. President Wilson slipped out of Washington for a three days "rest cruise" on
the yacht Mayflower. For 72 hours
Mr. Wilson will take a complete vacation from official cares in the salt
breezes in lower Chesapeake bay. His
only companion is his physician Dr.
Cary T. Grayson.

FORMER SUPREME COURT
JUDGE IN SENSATIONAL SUIT.
Joplin, Mo., July 1 Former Judge
Walthour M. Robinson, of the Missouri supreme court, was today sued
for $50,000 by Charles Killingsworth,
a street car motorman of Webb City.
The charge against Judge Robinson is
alienating the affections of Killings-worth'wife.

s

NO CASES OF PLAGUE

of

crop

condi-

tions by the governmnet were supple
mented by news of rain in sections
where the crops were in that state.
Western railroad stocks immediatelyrose.
The market closed strong. More
impetus was given to the late upward movement in prices when the demand extended to stocks which commonly do not figure prominently in
Shares in
speculation movements.
which the short interest is said to be
large were the strongest, particularly
Union Pacific, which sold more than
3 points above its lowest.

FOUND IN HAITI.

K

Port

Aii "Prince, Haiti,

July

1.

Dur-

ing the last ten days, no case of suspected plague has been found at the
seaport of Jacmel. 30 miles from here.
A report was published two weeks ago
that numerous cases had occurred

there,
declares

perfect

NEXT MEETING AT DENVER.
Washington, D. C, July 1. Denver
was selected today as the meeting
convention
place of the next
in 1916 of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemeu.

NOTICE.
is hereby given that the unNotice
Goes
Sugar
Higher.
New York. N. Y., July 1. All grade3 dersigned State Treasurer of the State
of refined sugar were advanced 5 cents of New Mexico, will redeem twenty
percent of the Certificates of Indebteda hundred pounds today.
ness known as Casual Deficit Certificates of the issue of 1912, dated July
VOLIVA JURY DISCHARGED
IN PERJURY TRIAL. I, 1912, and twenty per cent thereof
being redeemable on the first day of
July, 1913.
Rockford, 111., July 1. The jury in
The holders of the said Certificates,
the perjury trial of Wilbur Glenn numbered
to
from One
head
of
the religious society inclusive, are notified(1) to Eighty (80)
Voliva,
present the
at Zion City, 111., founded by John same to the
State Treasundersigned
Alexander Dowie, reported a disagree- urer at the office of the said State
ment today and was discharged. It is Treasurer when said Certificates with
understood the jury stood eleven for interest accrued thereon will be reconviction. It is expected the case will deemable, and notice is further given
be tried again at the October term of that interest upon said Certificates
the Winnebago county clrcutt court.
will cease on the first day of Julv,
Sure, Santa

Fe will celebrate the

O. N. MARRON,

Fourth.

State Treasurer.

Phone B'ck

45

FINISH

OF

THE

NIGHT

VOTES

COUNTING
DECIDING

ON

PLACES

OF

AND
RE-

Frances Leeson
Eloisa Herrera
Carmen Abreu

278,073
267,965
214,161
153,012
151285
107,010
102,960
302,155
101,025
93,595
77,410
74,325
68,265
61,601
54,683
53,138
50.633
50,065
45.540
37,685

Best Assorted Lini

GREAT

WASHINGTON

SCOUT

Embroidered Floss in White
and Colors, both In Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C, Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art
Stamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST C0KNER

PLAZA.

May Closson
Belle Anaya
ed in the city today addressed to SenClara Gibson
ators
T. p. Catron and A. B. Fall, askNellie
Harrison
PLETE LIST OF WINNERS BELOW.
ing them to use their efforts in securMrs. V. Casados
ing the building of that section of the
Etta Moore
Scenic Highway between the cities of
Nellie Nusbaum
FINAL STANDING OF
Santa Fe and Las Vegas, which lies
Tiburcita Gonzales
on the Pecos Forest Reserve, a stretch
Mrs. Fred Alarid
As
of about eight miles, it is said.
ALL CONTESTANTS Mary Quintana
this is on the national forest, it is
Mamie Lamberson
hoped to get the government to underMrs. W. Parsons
take the work soon, as with this exThe big merchants contest inaugu- Mrs. C. Patterson
ception the road is practically comrated in January by John Pflueger, Luisita Sena
pleted.
the Modern Grocery, the Santa Fe Elena Sena
FOR RENT Beautiful new brick
Mrs. C. V. Kanen
the
and
&
Hardware
modern house, 8 rooms, bath, range,
Supply company,
Mrs. Thos. Doran
loNew Mexican and allied publications, Petrita Delgado
.36,447 shades, nice yard, garage, finest
So.
East corner Capitol.
31,205 cation.
closed last night, with great excite- Mrs. Fred Hogle
21,280 George M. Kinsell, Phone 123 J.
ment among the contestants, especial- Rumaldo Gonzales
New Lights For the Plaza The
G.
20,865
McNitt
Mrs.
F.
was
predicted
ly the leaders, and it
city
began this morning breaking
20,560
toLanra
Montoya
last night that the official count
of the wires for
16,585 ground for
Miller
around
Margaret
a
see
would
switching
day
16,080 the new postB from which more light
Nix
Ruth
have
weeks
for
who
those
among
15,685 will be thrown on the plaza. The auRamona Baca
been struggling for first place.
10,689 thorities expect to have the wires laid
Ortiz
Lucy
held
this
was
The official count
10,2S0 by next Friday so that the new lights
A.
Mrs.
Porterfield
morning by the judges and resulted
10,280 v ill be in operation on the 4th of July.
Polly Borrego
as follows:
9,908 There will be eight new, handsome
First place, Mrs. Ed L, Wheeler, Ernestina Delgado
7.300 posts, similar to those now operltted
Dorothy Safford
$350 niann
7,270 in front of the federad building, eac'h
' Second place, Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Mrs. J. Muralter
5,665 containing two lights, and one post
Lutz
Edna
$350 piano.
4,920 placed at each of the park entrances.
Third place, Nellie Gann, $350 piano. Edith Hample
3,945 The new lighting posts will be a big
Mrs. Gus Koch
Fourth, fifth and sixth places, Lulu
2,670 additional ornament to the plaza.
Mrs. .1. V. Conway
C.
Mrs.
and
Marmon
Edith
Krick,
Deitzel
2,275
Louisa
It is of paramount importance when
certifiorder
named,
in
the
Parsons
N. Peden
E.
2,000 you have a prescription filled that you
Mrs.
of
cate good for $260 on the purchase
1,645 secure
Helen Knapp
drugs of known strength and
a $350 piano.
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy
1,595 purity.
We fill your prescriptions
Seventh, eighth and ninth places, Mrs. W. B. Prince
with the best drugs and chemicals.
Mrs. Paul Doran, Ida Clouthier and
.
1.210 Zook's Pharmacy.
Lola Michaelson
Frances Leeson in the order named, Mrs. C. L. Bowlds
1,1 95
Program for the Fourth The comon
the
certificate worth $250
purchase Mrs. G. W.
1.165 mittees for the 4th of July ar busy
Armijo
of a $350 piano.
1,1-Ruth Mendenhall
preparing for the celebration of IndeTenth, eleventh and twelfth places, Jean Law
1,115 pendence Day. Among the best atEliosa Herrera, Carmen Abreu and Mrs. R. L.
1.110
Cooper
tractions, in lieu of the fact that there
May Closson in the order named, cer- Katherine Brown
I.OSa will be
many strangers from afar in
on
the
$240
tificate worth
purchase Anna Deitzel
1.0 10 the
city, on that date, are the Indian
of a $350 piano.
C.
1,01(1
Mrs. F.
Blake
features. George W. Armijo is busy
Thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
arranging to have about 25 Iilans
places, Belle Anaya, Clara Gibson, and
here at that time, and the dances, parNellie Harrison in the order named,
ticipated in by the men and women,
certificate worth $230 on the purthe races, including pony races, will
chase of a $350 piano.
be a big drawing card. The arrangeIN TELEPHONING
Sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth places, Mrs. V. Casados, Etta
The New Mexican, if your business ments for the automobile races from
Moore and Nellie Nusbaum, in the or- Is about advertising, subscriptions or Albuquerque to Santa Fe and return
der named, one 26 piece silver set job work, please call up "286." If are about completed, the roads having
each.
you wish to speak to the editor or give been repaired and matters In general
are in readiness for a glorious, old
Nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-firs- t any news, please phone "31 "
time celebration.
places. Tiburcita Gonzales, Mrs.
Soon-Hi- ram
Will Start
Fred Alarid and Mary Quintana, in
Arrange to spend the Fourth at
Investigation
the order named, each one 20 piece Santa Fe.
Phillips is on the ground again
FOR RENT Desirable suite office and is getting information from the
silver set.
and rooms in Capital City Bank building. state engineer and other statistics, a
Twenty-second- ,
twenty-thirMamie
twenty-fourtplaces,
part of which has already been preJoseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Mrs. W. Parsons, and Mrs. C.
LOST Fountain pen, pearl handle. sented to the readers of the New
Patterson in the order named, each Reward if returned to New Mexican. Mexican through the news gathering
one heavy gold filled bracelet.
has moved from columns of this paper, in regard to
The Fixit
and the corner ofShop
twenty-sixtTwenty-fifth- ,
and Water the water supply adjacent to Santa
Galisteo
twenty-seventplaces, Luisita Sena, streets to 315 San Francisco where Fe and the record of the stream
Elena Sena and Mrs. C. F. Kanen, in they will be better able than ever to gages. Mr. Phillips expects to go inthe order named, each one light gold serve their patrons and especially so- to the entire subject and look over
filled bracelet.
the present plant and may make a
licit trade in their line.
and
Twenty-eighth- ,
twenty-nintThe sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe survey at an early date. He has been
thirtieth places, Mrs. Thomas Doran, and cake box tobacco, the sooner you in the west for a number of years
Petrita Delgado and Mrs. Fred Hogle will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's and has done work along the backbone of the Rockies, and likes this
each one German silver mesh bag.
Pharmacy.
and thirty-tThirty-first- ,
FOR SALE One Shetland stud, six part of the country better than elsehird
Rumalda
Gonzales, years old, broke to ride and drive, well where, and is glad to get back here
places,
Mrs. G. F. McNitt and Laura Mon-toy- reared. Addres O. L. Owen, City.
from the Pacific coast, which he
each one jewel case.
one
w.lo wants says is not in it for a minute, with
It
Any
Roughing
thirty-fiftand thirty-s- to
Thirty-fourth- ,
and its surroundings.
spend July 4th, 5th and 6th, rough Santa Fe,
ixth
places, Margaret Miller, Ruth ing it in Pajarito Park, horseba-jK- ,
may
Nix and Ramona Baca, each six de- loin the party headed
If a substitute is offered you for
by Ernest Tas
sert spoons and six tea spoons.
vhek, who may be found in the sur- Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper
to forty-fiftThirty-seventplaces veyor general's office In the fediirol medicine is pressed upon you for the
inclusive, Lucy Ortiz, Mrs. A. Porter-field- , luilding.
dealer's profit, not for yours. Foley
Polly Borrego, Ernestina DelFOR SALE All kinds of building Kidney Pills may cost the dealer more
gado, Dorothy Safford, Mrs. J.
than a cheap substitute, but they give
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
Edna Lutz, Edith Hampel, Mrs,
Dove Season Opens The dove sea- better results than any other kidney
teasix
Gus Koch, each one set of
son opened today, and these
birds and bladder medicine. Ask for Foley
spoons.
to- Kidney Pills. The Capital Pharmacy.
be
killed
from
with
may
gun
only
The place winners above named are
to
30th.
and
day
including
TUITION FEES.
requested to call at the store of the The limit is 30 in the September
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply com- sion at one time. Thehunter's possesOne hour, dictation,
for speed in
season
pany sometime tomorrow for their will open September 1st, grouse
and the duck shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
One hour, dictation,
prizes.
any system,
season also on that date.
The judges were Rev. B. Z. McCol-lougA motherless, homeless (phonograph) $1.00.
WANTED
Rev. J. M. Shimer, Father BesFive hours, dictation, for speed In
American boy of fifteen desires emone hour dally, (phonoployment during vacation. Inquire St. shorthand,
i
graph) $4.00.
Michael's College.
Teaching, any one subject,, per
Our tooth brushes represent extreme values. They ., are carefully hour $1.25.
Machine practice, or private letter
made. Bristles will not come out.
We buy them direct from best im- writing, any make, per hour $0.25.'
Per week, five hours daily, five days
porters. Zook's Pharmacy.
week tuition $6.00.
Rt.
Confirmation and Baptism. The
Per month, five hours daily,; five
Rev. E. A. Temple, of Amarillo, Texas,
$20.00.
y'
Boy Scout Lauron Chenoweth de- will preach at the Church of the Holy clays week, tuition
Life scholarship for shorthand, typelivering President Wilson's Message Faith at 8 o'clock and confirm a class
spelling $100.00. .
to Mayor Carter W. Harrison of Chi- of adults and young people. The bis writing,
Life scholarship for above, and any
sermon will follow the service
cago at Grant Park Athletic Field, hop's
of
of Holy Baptism which, will begin at and all commercial subjects, or ten
Bookkeeping,
Saturday Afternoon. The delivery of 7:30 at which
time six infants of the the subjects named:
banking,
the Haversack to Mayor Harrison was parish will receive baptism,
advertising,
Those arithmetic,
the official opening of the American assisting will be Rev. J. S. Moore of credit, science, civil service, commerOlympic Games, which will continue East Las Vegas, Rev. W. E. Warren cial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
at the Grant Park field until July 6, of Albuquerque, and the rector. There insurance, normal, public speaking,
system,
salesmanship,
Finishing with the Senior A. A. U. will be music by the choir under the penmanship,
voice culture $250.00.
Championship Contests.
leadership of Mr. Llawellyn C. Hall.
furTHE
FOR RENT To gentlemen,
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
nished room, all conveniences, in CapNew Mexico.
B.
ital City Bank building. Joseph
SPECTIVE

CANDIDATES.

COM-

LOCAL ITEMS.

RELAY

RUN.

Lam-berso-

h

h

h

h

thirty-secon-

d

h

h

Mur-alte-

TO

CHICAGO

r,

BOY

C

Hayward, Mgr.
Band concert, morning and
Want Scenic Highway Constructed
A petition is being numerously sign- - noon, July 4th at Santa Fe.

VI,

66

AMO AJFfcE YOU?"

Are vou tno chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle
into his hand? Do you like the fragrance of July woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electric shock? In other words, are
you a thoroughbred sportsman? If so come down to Beacham &
and get your hunting outfit Their guns carry merit with every
and
discharge, then- Winchester Leader shells are sure fire every time
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling.
Headquarter Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

i

Ty

1

clJ

66-1-

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Main.
Next Door to Postoff ice.

assess

Cut Flowers

Wedding Boquets.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

)

r7

after-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Mig-nard-

4

21

d

The Haitien government
are
sanitary conditions
throughout the republic.

1913.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

WILSON TAKES THREE
DAY REST CRUISE.

Satisfactory reports

THE DE VARGAS

WHOLESALE

WALL STREET.

2

LAST

CLOSED

NON-KIN- K

ty

CONTEST

BIG

THE

Phone 12.

